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Competition,Regulation, and
Efficiencyin Service Industries
examinethe regulatoryand competitiveenvironmentsin
whichfourserviceindustriesoperatein EuropeandJapan,suggestinghow
certaintypes of regulationand the lack of adequatecompetitionreduce
productivity.I thenpresentestimatesof the relativeproductivitiesof these
industriescomparedwith the United States and suggest thatin practice,
the differencesin the competitiveenvironmentsof these countrieshave
led to differencesin the productivitiesof the industries.
Servicesectorproductivityis important.To some observersthe internationalcompetitivenessof a countrydependssolely on the performance
of its manufacturing
sector.But whenthe productivityof the UnitedStates
is comparedwith that of othercountries,the service sectoris even more
important,because it accounts for a much larger share of outputand
employmentthandoes manufacturing.
Understanding
why productivitydifferencesacrosscountriesexist in a
given industrycan reveal policy changes that could enhanceeconomic
performance
or can strengthenthe case for policy changesthat have alIN THIS PAPER I
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ready been proposed. For example, economic theory has stressed the
socialcost of the increasedprice andreductionin outputthatresultwhen
competitionin an industryis inadequate.Basedon this theory,economists
have long advocatedcompetitionand deregulation.But the comparisons
reportedhere indicatethat certaintypes of regulationlead to substantial
inefficienciesin productionand distortionsin the naturalevolution of
industries.Competitionthatis restrictedor regulatedcan preventthe most
efficientproducersfrom enteringan industryor from expanding.It can
slow the diffusion of innovationsand allow managersto operatewith
excess labor, even relativeto the given technology-it leads to slack in
enterprises.The effects of anticompetitivepolicies may be greaterthan
hasbeen generallyrealized.
To illustratethis observation,I point to a recentstudythatarguedthat
the potentialbenefitsof deregulatingEuropeanairlineswould be smaller
thanthose achievedin the United States becauseof the structureof the
Europeanindustry,which has smallerairlines, fewer passengers,and a
differentroutestructurefromthe U.S. industry.'Althoughgrantingsome
effectsfromdifferencesin geography,I would argue,basedon the comparisonof productivityin airlinesreportedbelow, thatall of theseindustry
will change, probablydrastically,if Europeanairlinesare
characteristics
deregulatedand thatthe potentialproductivitygains will be very large.
Anotheradvantageof productivitycomparisonsis thatthey can affect
the way the degreeof competitiveintensityin an industryis judged.This
is oftendone by looking at the numberof companiesin an industryor at
the marketsharesof the largestcompanies.In some situations,however,
suchmeasurescan be inadequate.The case studiessuggestthatregulatory
policiesthatpreventthe exit of smallcompanieshavebeen a majorobstacle to industryevolutionandproductivityincreasein severalcountries.In
the serviceindustriesstudiedhere, there are too many small retailersin
severalcountries,too many small airlinesin Europe,andtoo manysmall
banksin Germanyand the UnitedStates.
Competitionmay be inadequatein othersituationsas well. For example, althoughseveralcompaniesmay competewith each otherat home,
marketsif it does not
theindustrymay not be competititvein international
havethe most productivetechnologies.Competitivepolicies towardservice industriesshouldallow or even encouragedirectforeigninvestment.
1. Good, Roller, and Sickles (1993).
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This paperdoes not argue that the U.S. economic institutionsensure
fully competitivemarkets.There are many examplesof inefficientregulationwithinthe U.S. economy, imperfectlyimplementedderegulation,
industrieswith weak competition,andregulationthatis costly in productivity termseven if justified for other reasons.2Nor do I argue that all
regulationis harmfulto productivity-antitrustregulation,if used appropriately,can enhancecompetition;patentlaws promoteinnovation;securitieslaws protectpropertyrights, and other examplescan be found.
But, in general,serviceindustriesin the UnitedStatesaremoresubjectto
privatecontrol,moreexposedto marketforces, andregulatedin ways that
promoteproductivityincreasemore effectively than is the case in other
countries.

Regulations and Restrictions in Specific Industries
I review the salient economic factors affecting four major service
industries-airlines, retail banking, telecommunications,and general
merchandiseretailing-in France, Germany,Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Not all countries were studied for all
industries. 3

I do not review regulations in the United States because I assume
thatthe U.S. regulatoryenvironmentis well known to the readersof
thisjournal,but I do try to bring out aspects of regulationoverseasthat
differfrom U.S. regulationsand that are likely to affect productivity.
Restrictions on Airlines in Europe

The countriesof Europeare small comparedwith the United States,
andeach has a well-developed railroadsystem that carriesmuch of its
domesticpassengerand freight transportation.4
Consequently,the bulk
of air travel providedby Europeanairlines is internationaland is sub2. Forexample, I arguethatthe United States now lags behindJapanin encouraging
competitionin regionaltelephoneservice.
3. The McKinseystudy also covered restaurants;it concludedthatthe industrywas
very competitivein all three of the countries studied and found little difference in
productivityamongthem. I do not examine the restaurantindustrystudy.
4. This section draws on Kasper (1988); O'Connor(1971); Bailey, Graham,and
Kaplan(1985); Brown (1987); Caves and others (1987); OECD (1988); Straszheim
(1969);Gordon(1992); Morrisonand Winston(1985 and 1986);Economist(1986); and
EvansandKessides (1993).
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ject to regulationsthat have developed to cover internationaltravel.'
Because the United States and the countries of Europe have never
been able to agree on a comprehensivesystem of regulationfor internationalair travel, the regulatorysystem is a mixtureof bilateraland
multilateralagreementsthat have grown up since the 1940s. The Chicago Conferenceon InternationalCivil Aviation, held in 1944, led to
the creationof the InternationalCivil Aviation Organization(ICAO).
This organizationestablished the first legal principlesfor international
aviation, such as sovereignty over airspaceand safety regulations.
The Chicagoconferencealso producedthe InternationalAir Services
TransitAgreement, which allows scheduled airlines to transitforeign
airspaceand make technical stops in othercountries.The United States
proposeda more extensive agreement, the InternationalAir Transport
Agreement,under which internationalairlines would have had more
liberalaccess to air routes. The United Kingdom,joined by manyother
countries,opposed this proposal, largely out of concern that U.S. airlines would dominate the internationalindustry. The United States
stoppedpressingfor the agreementafterPanAmericanAirlinesdropped
its support.The Bermudaagreementof 1946 basicallyleft it to countries
to negotiatefares and other conditions throughbilateralagreements.
In the absence of an open multilateralagreement, the International
Air TransportAssociation (IATA) developed as a form of self-regulation of internationalairline competition. (ICAO has been largely restrictedto technicaland safety issues.) IATA set prices, proceduresfor
connectingflights and for sharingticket revenues, and accreditationof
travelagents. As well as a surrogatefor governmentagreements,IATA
has servedas a tradeassociation for the airlines and a way for them to
negotiate bilaterally in setting fares and conditions on international
routes. The United States routinely approvedIATA fares until the deregulation movement started in the 1970s. Internationalpassenger
transportation
has been subject to managedtrade.
IATA'sabilityto controlfareson the NorthAtlanticroutehas broken
down, but elsewhere, the association remains a potent force. Most
existing air service agreementsare collusive duopolies, underwhat are
called "BermudaI standardform air service agreements."
5. Even within the Europeancountries, air travel has been regulatedto protectthe
railroadsfrom competition.
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UnderBermudaI agreements, airlines are not free to enter markets
wherethey see profitopportunities.An airline must first be chosen by
its governmentto provide scheduled service on the routefrom one city
in its own countryto a specific city in anothercountry;the government
of the other country then chooses its own airline to provide matching
service. Under some agreementsmore than one airline is selected by
each country,but single airline arrangementsare the usual case except
for agreementswith the United States. Most agreementsrestrictentry
for charterservices and air cargo. Countriesthat allow charterflights
often restrict their activities to prevent direct competition with the
scheduledcarriers.
Beforethe EuropeanCommunity(EC) embarkedon its single-market
program,some 200 bilateral agreementsamong twenty-two countries
governedinternationalair service in Europe. Carrierswere effectively
prohibitedfrom offering service between two otherEuropeancountries
(so-calledfifthfreedomrights). Of some 400 routeswithinthe EC, only
44 allow such rights, and only about20 had competitionbetween more
thanone airline per country in 1987. In several cases, the two designatedcarrierson a city pair route split the revenues 50_50.6
The bilateralagreementsgenerally restrictthe numberof seats that
can be offered, and some restrict cargo capacity. These restrictions
usually do not apply to U.S. routes, but until the recent changes in
Europe,they were standardpractice elsewhere.
As a deregulated airline industry has emerged within the United
States, the importance of unrestrictedaccess to different routes has
become clear. The airline industry has network externalities, that is,
the abilityof an airline to compete effectively on one route dependson
theextentor natureof its service on otherroutes. The systemof bilateral
agreementshas sharply limited the ability of Europeanairlines to optimize route networks. In particular,only two Europeanairlines have
establishedthe huband spoke system thathas developedin the domestic
U.S. market.7
6. Commissionof the EuropeanCommunities(1988).
7. British Airways in London and KLM in Amsterdamare establishing hub and
spokeoperations.This system providessubstantialbenefitsto consumersbut may create
congestionandhenceproductivityproblemsfor the airlines.This pointis discussedlater
in the paper.
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Differentproceduresare used to set prices dependingon the countries
androutesinvolved. The standardBermudaI agreementinvolves double approval of any rate set-either countrycan reject a proposedrate
reduction,and in practicerates are then set to give the high-cost airline
an adequaterate of return.Not all bilateralagreementsare this restrictive. Double disapproval allows greatercompetitionbecause both parties must disapprovea fare change. Of course, even here the competition is usually between only two airlines, providingample motivation
for strategic pricing rather than real competition. Even with double
disapproval,rates are often set within a zone, precluding predatory
pricingintendedto drive one airline out of the market.
Air cargo has also been subject to price regulation, but in practice
this has brokendown in Europe. Many shippersare insensitive to the
exact route of their freight and can truckcargo to competing locations
in the Europeanmarket,ratherthan ship it by air. Entryrestrictionsare
used in the cargo market, however. The United Kingdomhas refused
all-cargo airlines access to Heathrow airport, and Germany has restrictedgroundhandlingof cargo at Frankfurt.
Unions have countervailing effects on productivity, according to
RichardFreemanand James Medoff. Unions foster efficiency by reducing turnoverand encouraging professional management,but they
may also impose restrictivework-rulesand resist change and layoffs.8
In the airline industry,union rules have been an obstacle to productive
operationsin both the United States and Europe. In the United States,
however, entry and competition from nonunionairlines or, in the case
of the weaker airlines, the threatof bankruptcyhas forced the unions
to modify theirwork practices. In Europeairline workersare relatively
highly paid, and the unions are strong. Managersthus find it difficult
to adoptthe most efficient methods of operationand, if they succeeded
in raisingproductivity,would have a hardtime laying off workers.
One reason why Europeangovernmentshave been reluctantto promote competitionamong airlines is that there are government-owned,
nationalflag carriersin many of the Europeancountries. Aside from
BritishAirways, which was privatizedin the 1980s, the mainEuropean
carriershave substantialgovernmentownership,as figure 1 shows. This
has not only discouraged deregulation, but also provided a financial
8. Freemanand Medoff (1984).
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Figure 1. State Ownership of Major EuropeanAirlines
Percent
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cushion for these airlines, with government support used to bail out
carriers that operate inefficiently and thereby incur losses or fail to earn
an adequate return on capital.
Banking in Germany and the United Kingdom
The EC commission that studied the potential effects of the 1992
European integration argued in 1988 that the substantial restrictions on
competition in the EC countries were resulting in higher prices to customers than those that could be obtained within a competitive market.9
A Price-Waterhouse study for the EC estimated that the price of banking
services would drop 33 percent in Germany and 18 percent in the United
Kingdom if the European single market were completed. '0 The nature
9. Thissectiondrawson Dziobek (1992); BaltenspergerandDermine(1987); Berger
andHumphrey(1992); Fixler andZieschang(1992); Dale (1982 and 1984);OECD(1978
and 1992a);Straetz(1993); U.S. Office of Technology Assessment (1987); and CummingandSweet (1987).
10. Commissionof the EuropeanCommunities(1988, p. 91, table 5.1.4).
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Table1. Market Shares of German Bank Groups, 1970-92
Percentof totalassetsat year-endunless noted.
Bankgroup

1970

1978

1988

1992 (July)

Commercialbanks
(Big threebanks)
Privatemortgagea
Total,privategroup

24.9
(10.2)
6.6
31.5

25.1
(10.6)
8.3
33.4

23.6
(8.9)
9.0
34.6

26.1
(9.5)
9.0
35.1

Statebanks
Statemortgage
Total,stategroup

38.5
7.1
45.6

38.2
4.8
43.0

37.3
4.9
42.2

36.1
2.4
38.5

Cooperativegroup
Specialbanks

11.5
8.4

14.3
6.2

16.9
6.7

14.8
11.8

Postalb

1.9

1.9

1.5

Total

100

100

100

100

Source: Dziobek (1992).
a. Includes cooperative mortgage banks.
b. Included in the state group in 1992.

of the restrictions on competition derive from the regulated structure of
the industry in all cases. Since the turmoil of the interwar years, most
countries have regarded financial stability as more important than competitive efficiency.
The banking industry in Germany is composed of private commercial
banks, which had 23.6 percent of bank assets in 1988; private and
cooperative mortgage lenders, with 9 percent; state banks and mortgage
lenders, with 42.2 percent; co-ops, with 16.9 percent; and special
banks, with 6.7 percent. The special banks are both state and private
and exist to serve the other banks. Table 1 shows the market shares for
different years.
The banks in a given group belong to networks of regional federal
bank associations, and these associations supervise the operations of
their members and provide services such as deposit insurance. They
represent their members in meetings with other bank groups and provide
a link to the Bundesbank. These networks also act to limit excess
competition. The three biggest private banks operate somewhat differently. They are not connected in the same way with their bank groups,
and they do compete against each other to a limited extent. They cooperate, however, to operate the payments clearing system, for deposit
insurance, and in deciding on bank regulation. The private commercial
banks also operate the private mortgage banks as subsidiaries.
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The system of bank groups was created in Germany as a matter of
policy. The allies broke the financial cartels after World War II, and
new bank policy was based on the idea of "socially responsible free
markets." The prevailing ideology held that government should take
an active role in competition policy and in structuring markets. The
bank group system was considered an important part of this program,
a way to combine competition with stability: one bank team would
compete against another, but competition among members of the same
team would be limited. Because the bank groups are organized around
geographic regions, however, the team system meant that there was not
much competition overall. The banking authorities viewed this lack of
competition as appropriate. The Bundesbank considered "cutthroat
competition" among banks, and specifically competition by offering
higher interest rates or lower bank fees, to be a threat to financial
stability, a position that it still holds today. The German antitrust or
cartel laws explicitly allow bank associations to share information on
interest rates, fees, and commissions.
In the United States the development of money market mutual funds,
which offered checkwriting capabilities with market interest rates, was
instrumental in forcing bank deregulation and increased competition.
Germany has not allowed the emergence of such competition from
nonbank financial intermediaries. Because of universal banking, there
are no effective outsiders in the German market.
Local laws also restrict German banks. In some regions banks cannot
lend out more than they have collected from local depositors, a restriction that makes it hard for a bank to expand into a new market. It cannot
bring in funds; it must develop its network slowly by attracting deposits.
German and U.S. banks play different roles in their respective economies. Representatives of German banks sit on corporate boards, and
vice versa. In fact, the banks often control the majority of the voting
stock in an industrial corporation. Interlocking directorships make it
difficult for companies to shop around for the best terms for their borrowing. Both for corporate borrowers and consumer depositors, a very
strong brand loyalty reduces effective competition. In fact, several U. S.
banks tried to compete in the German market in the 1980s, most without
success. 1IGerman depositors, having read about the turmoil in the U. S.
11. Citibankboughta branchnetworkin Germanyand is operatingit successfully.
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banking industry, regarded U.S. banks as unsafe. And most of the
potential business borrowers already had strong ties to existing German
banks.
THE U.K. BANK SYSTEM. After World War II banks in the United
Kingdom operated with an explicit and legal cartel that set interest rates
on deposits in relation to the Bank of England's discount rate. This
formal cartel was disbanded by request of the government in September
1971, and since then the formal regulatory environment has been less
restrictive in the United Kingdom than in Germany. The degree of
competition does not appear to be any greater, however. The main large
banks, not the Bank of England, run the payments system, which gives
them a legal forum in which to meet, exchange information, and potentially to collude. (In the United States the payment system is run by the
Federal Reserve.) Retail banking in the United Kingdom is highly concentrated, with National Westminster, Barclay's, Lloyd's, and Midland
banks dominating the market.
Even after the cartel was abolished in 1971, no aggressive policy to
encourage competition in domestic retail banking was made, and so old
patterns of bank behavior have continued. Although it is not an easy
proposition to document fully, experts on the U.K. banking industry
have referred to the "gentlemen's club" philosophy under which the
system operates. If a bank customer goes across the street to another
bank to open an account, it is said, then the two bank managers soon
get on the phone to discuss what is wrong with the customer. An
assessment of retail banking in several countries, made by the U.S.
Office of Technology Assessment, aptly describes the U.K. case: "Particularly in countries with stable regulated markets, nominally competing banks have often been happy to fall into patterns of peaceful coexistence."

12

In a recent study of U.K. banks, Shelagh Heffernan demonstrates
that although regulatory changes may have altered the nature of competition in British banking, individual banks are still "price makers,"
and there is good evidence of price discrimination.'3
PROBLEMSIN U.S. BANKS. The regulation of banks and savings and

loans (S&Ls) in the United States can hardly be held up as a model of
12. Office of TechnologyAssessment (1987, p. 100).
13. Heffernan(forthcoming).
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success. Banks were heavily regulated in the early postwar period, with
restrictions on both interstate banking and interest rates. Deregulation
brought strong competition from nonbank financial intermediaries.
Many S&Ls were technically bankrupt by 1980, with little to lose if
they took further risks. They had access to low-cost deposit insurance,
which allowed them to attract funds despite their precarious state, and
bank supervision became rather lax. As a result, some banks and S&Ls
took on riskier and riskier portfolios, and then others were forced to
follow in order to compete for deposits. Taxpayers have had to foot the
bill for the subsequent defaults.
Despite this crisis, the U.S. regulatory environment has encouraged
competition in the banking system. Facing competition both for deposits
and for loans, U. S. banks have repeatedly cut operating costs to preserve the slim profit margins that they could obtain from the gap between borrowing and lending rates of interest.
Because of the restrictions on interstate banking, the U.S. banking
industry has yet to achieve an industrial structure that minimizes costs.
Furtherconsolidations of small banks, with attendant efficiency gains,
can be expected.
Telecommunications
The telecommunications industries in Europe and Japan have grown
up with monopoly and state ownership.'4 Monopoly, of course, was
also the case in the United States until recently and remains the case
for local service. Despite these similarities, there are important differences among the countries. The U.S. industry has always been private,
and competition has been introduced into long-distance service. Japan
and the United Kingdom have moved recently to privatize their industries and introduce competition into telephone service. Germany and
France have retained a commitment to public ownership but have followed different technology strategies.
IN JAPAN. From 1952 until 1985, Nippon TelTELECOMMUNICATIONS
14. This section draws on Ergas (1992); Nambu, Suzuki, and Honda(1989); Crandall and Flamm, eds. (1989); Borrus and others (1985); Bolter, McConnaughey,and
Kelsey(1990); Bortnick(1983), Gerus and Schott (1992); Hyman, Toole, and Avellis
(1987);Davidson, Hubert, and St. Croix (1993); OECD (1992b); U.S. Departmentof
Commerce(1991) (supplementedwith memosfromthe Germanydesk of the Department
of Commerce);and Ypsilantiand Mansell (1987).
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egraph and Telephone (NTT), a publicly held corporation, monopolized
domestic public common carrier telecommunications in Japan. International service was provided by Kokusai Denshin Denwa. These monopolies were based on the assumption that telecommunications was a
natural monopoly because of the large economies of scale involved in
providing service. This argument was taken from the debate in the
United States, although the public ownership of NTT was based more
on the European model.
In the United States the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
determined that there was no natural monopoly in intercity telecommunications and started to allow MCI to compete with AT&T for longdistance service. In Japan the pressure for increased competition came
from the business sector, where data transmission over telephone lines
became increasingly important. In 1971 the Ministry of Post and Telephone began a gradual relaxation of the restrictions on business data
transmissions. This freedom was extended to facsimile machines in
1972, and in 1982 small- and medium-size businesses were allowed to
provide data transmissions services to other small- and medium-size
businesses or groups of such firms.'5 Four companies immediately entered the market, but no others did because of the restriction on service.
The restrictions were eased further in May 1983, and by April 1984
thirty-eight systems were in operation.
In 1985 the Telecommunications Business Law and the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation Law went into effect. The first of
these laws allowed for the establishment of competitive telecommunications companies. It divided the sector into two categories: firms that
own telecommunications facilities themselves (type I), and firms that
rent these facilities (type II). The two categories are regulated separately. By 1987 ten type I carriers were operating in the Japanese
industry, and by 1988 seventeen type II carriers were providing nationwide services. There were more than four hundred carriers in total. The
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications continues to regulate rates
according to a rate of return calculation as well as other aspects of
service and is pledged to restrain ruinous competition. 16
The second law privatized NTT, which now provides both type I and
15. AkihiroYoshikawa. 1985. "TelecommunicationsIssues in Japan." In Borrus
andothers(1985).
16. Nambu, Suzuki, and Honda(1989, pp. 149-50).
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type II service. It faces competition in its most profitable markets, such
as Tokyo-Osaka, but is still obliged to provide universal coverage. This
has prevented NTT from optimizing its network and pricing structure.
In addition, NTT Data Communications System was broken out of the
original NTT Corporation to provide data communications services in
competition with other type II providers.
In summary, therefore, the Japanese telecommunications industry
was a public monopoly until 1985, although with incremental deregulation starting in 1971. The industry has been privatized since 1985,
and competition to provide local service is greater than in the United
States. Rate regulation remains, however, to blunt the effect of the
competition.
IN FRANCE. The French telephone system had
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

a bad reputation for many years. In the 1960s the telephone density in
France was only one-sixth that of Sweden, and service was very poor
indeed. As recently as the 1970s, it was said that "half the country was
waiting for a phone and the other half for a dial tone."'17 The network
was a government-run monopoly administered through the Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications, which gave low priority to telephone
service. De Gaulle regarded the telephone as a gadget. Telephone
equipment was purchased on a cost-plus basis without competitive bidding, leading to prices for equipment that were higher than those available from international suppliers. In 1969 it was estimated that it would
take nine years to clear 99 percent of all requests for service, compared
with three days for the United States, and 25 percent of calls from Paris
to other cities in France were not completed. 8
As a result of the inadequate services political pressure built up for
change. Rather than changing the system, however, the French parliament designated telecommunications as a priority in the economic plan
that it enacted in 1976 and provided a huge increase in investment
resources. To the extent that there was institutional change, it came
within the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications, where the power
of the postal administrators was reduced to the benefit of telecommunications.
Even before the changes within the French ministry, institutional
17. Ergas(1992, p. 2).
18. Ergas(1992, p. 3).
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decisions had been made that affected profoundly the subsequent development of the French industry. During World War II a national
center for telecommunications research and a training center for telecommunications engineers were established. The technical experts who
were trained through these centers worked with local equipment supply
companies on projects such as the first fully digital switch, developed
in 1971. Once the funds for modernization were made available, there
was strong technical expertise within the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications to modernize the network.
By 1989 the French telecommunications network, now called France
Telecom, had been completely transformed, and it is now one of the
most modern in the world. From an economic, rather than a purely
technical, vantage point, however, the French industry has experienced
some difficulties.
First, the equipment supply industry has not been able to adapt the
technologies that it developed for the French network for sale overseas.
Both ITT and Ericsson were pushed out of the French industry, leaving
the French companies Alcatel and Thomson as the main suppliers to
France Telecom. These companies experienced difficulties, however,
and both were nationalized by 1981. When the government became
responsible for making up the losses incurred by Thomson, it decided
that this company should leave the telecommunications supply business, leaving Alcatel as a monopoly supplier. Alcatel used the profits
from its sales in France to finance a push into the U. S. equipment market
but has not succeeded so far.'9
Within France Telecom, a series of ambitious programs was instituted: the "videotex" program to distribute terminals free to subscribers; an "integrated services digital network" to provide advanced data
transmission services; cable television; consumer-oriented facsimile, a
plan to provide low-cost fax machines to households; cellular mobile
telephone service; and intelligent network services of the kind provided
by the Bell operating companies in the United States. None of these
programs has become commercially viable, even by France Telecom's
standards, despite large-scale investment. Moreover, not only has
France Telecom tried to push into areas that have not turned out to be
19. One of the local Bell companies has tried Alcatel's "Minitel" system in test
markets,but the reactionshave not been favorable.
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commercially viable, it has also missed opportunities, such as traditional fax service and pagers, that would have been profitable.
In summary, the fact that telecommunications has been and still is a
public monopoly has had profound effects on the evolution of the industry. When the government gave telecommunications a low priority,
the system was inefficient and out of date. The excess demand for
service was huge. When policy changed, service improved rapidly, but
problems have emerged both in the equipment supply industry and in
France Telecom. The industry has fallen into the "Concorde trap" of
creating a technologically advanced industry with commercial weaknesses. Using profits from its monopoly position in both equipment supply
and provision of services, the French telecommunications sector has
funded a series of expensive and unprofitabletechnology experiments.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN GERMANY AND THE UNITED KINGDOM. The

telecommunications networks in both of these countries were operated
by public monopolies going back to the early years of the century and
before. The U.K. system was operated by the Post Office, and equipment has been supplied primarily by three domestic companies: General
Electric Company (no relation to the U.S. company), Plessey, and
Standard Telephone and Cable. The German system was and still is
operated by the Bundespost,20 and it too has used a small group of
domestic suppliers for most of its equipment purchases, notably Siemens and Nixdorf.
Both networks have suffered from inefficiencies associated with their
ownership and lack of competition. They were ahead of the French
telephone system in the 1960s and were able to provide a level of service
that kept public criticism at bay. But the domestic equipment suppliers
have not kept up with international standards of technology. The German system today relies primarily on mechanical switching devices.
Germany's well-deserved reputation for precision engineering has
given it the best mechanical switches in the world, except that everyone
else has already moved or is moving to electronic or digital switching.
The Bundespost is now also changing over to the new technology but
lags far behind other countries. For example, high-speed data transmission is not available in Germany.
The difficulties in Germany and the United Kingdom with shifting
20. The predecessor to the Bundespost was the German Imperial Post.
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to advanced technology have not been solely the result of management.
In both countries strong postal unions have resisted layoffs and changes
in work practices that they fear would result from innovation.
There have been movements toward liberalization of the procurement
process in Germany, but policy remains committed to a public system,
and, with the difficulties in East Germany, potential layoffs from telecom reform are a concern. In the United Kingdom, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher embraced privatization, and British Telecom (BT)
was born in the 1980s. Mrs. Thatcher does not seem to have done as
good a job at promoting competition. Working presumably on the principle that contestability was enough, policy has permitted competition
without ensuring effective competition. Mercury has entered the market
to compete with BT, but network externalities are very strong in this
industry, and Mercury has had difficulties. BT almost completely monopolizes local phone service, and Mercury had only 3 percent of the
long-distance market in 1990. There is effective competition for cellular
service, data transmission, and private networks, and Mrs. Thatcher's
policy may end up being vindicated. More effective competition on
local and long-distance phone service seems likely to emerge over
time-cable TV companies are now developing telephone capability.
In summary, performance in the telecommunications industries in
Germany and the United Kingdom at the end of the 1980s was still
dominated by the legacy of state ownership and monopoly. The United
Kingdom has moved to privatize its industry and make it more competitive, but reports are mixed on whether this has improved service.
As of 1990, effective competition was very limited.
Restrictions on Retailing
In most countries the retail distribution system is highly regulated.2'
Regulations control entry in some countries; most countries regulate
zoning, opening hours, the marketing techniques that can be used, and
the interactions between retailers and suppliers. The regulation of retailing is most severe in Japan, and the nature of the restrictions is
21. This section drawson Abe (1991); Betancourt(1992); Dodwell MarketingConsultants(1991); OECD Working Party No. 1 (1992); Oi (1992); Smith and Hitchens
(1985). For JapanI have relied heavily on the compilationof materialspreparedby
Yanagida(1991).
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describedin detail below. In Europeancountries the most important
limit on competition is rigid zoning law that prevents entry of new
retailingformatswith efficient scales of operations.The United Kingdom has no national zoning law that prevents entry into the industry,
but in practicezoning laws have been used vigorously to restrictnew
large stores or malls from developing to underminethe existing retail
base. Germanyhas restrictive zoning laws, but perhapsthe most importantregulationthere is that stores may be open only duringregular
businesshours. In France a law restrictingthe opening of large stores
was enacted in 1973 and has slowed the introductionof larger stores
andmalls, even thoughthe law has been less rigorouslyenforcedin the
1980s.
Regulationhas preventedthe competitive evolution of the industry
and has inhibitedthe diffusion of innovations or changes in structure
in general merchandise retailing. These innovations generally have
originatedin the United States. For example, checkout operationsand
inventorieshave been computerizedwith the use of optical scanners.
Self-service formats are now more prominent,as are larger establishments and the development of so-called "category killers," such as
Home Depot, Circuit City, and Toys 'R' Us, which specialize in discountinglarge volumes in particularsegments of the market.
THE WAL-MART PHENOMENON. Wal-Martillustrates the process of
structuralchange that has taken place in the United States. It has competed in the South and Southwest by locating at sites within driving
distanceof severalsmall communities.Wal-Martthenuses lower prices
to undercutthe small local stores and eventually drives them out of
business. One reason it is able to do this reflects another important
structuralchange taking place in the retailing industry:integrationof
the distributionsystem has eliminatedwholesaling as a separateactivity. As one observer summarized, "Stand-alone stores are, in effect,
beingreplacedby 'verticalmarketingsystems'-that is: 'professionally
managed and centrally programmed networks . . . designed to achieve

technological,managerialand promotionaleconomies throughthe integration, co-ordination and synchronisationof the marketingflows
frompoints of productionto points of ultimateuse.' '22
These trendshave met some resistance as the competitionfrom the
22. Quotedin OECD WorkingPartyNo. 1 (1992, p. 19).
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large entrantsdrives existing retailers out of business. In the United
States, however, this resistance has not preventedthe growthof largescale and franchised outlets, but in Europe and Japan the political
influenceof small retailershas been sufficient to inhibit the growthof
higherproductivityretailing formats.
Retailing in Europe and Japan has also been affected by decisions
about the transportationsystem. The large-scale or specialized high
productivityretailing formatsrequirelarge customervolumes to compete effectively. In the United States the automobileallows such stores
to draw customers from a wide catchmentarea. In Europe and Japan
access by auto, bus, or trainis controlledin ways thatfavorthe existing
retailbase ratherthan providing access to new competitors.
SPECIFICRESTRICTIONSIN JAPAN. In Japan the flow of goods from

manufacturersto consumers is channeled through large numbersof
small-scaledistributors,both at the wholesale and retail level.23These
small-scalefirms have little bargainingpower against the large manufacturersthat supplythem with their products.Manufacturersroutinely
set retailprices, as do importdistributors,and penalize those distributors that violate the price guidelines. Distributorsoften have the privilege of returningunsold merchandise,a provision that discouragesthe
discounting of unsold inventory. In some cases "complicated and
ingenious measures" are used to keep importedgoods that compete
directly with brand-namedomestic products out of the distribution
system.24

Some specific ways in which manufacturersmaintainresale prices
include: (a) clauses in the supply contract that requirea given price,
(b) requirementsthat distributors pledge in writing to use specific
prices, (c) requirementsthatdistributorsreporton the pricesthey charge
for products, and (d) indications that manufacturerswill stop doing
businesswith distributorsthatviolate presetprices. Manufacturersalso
penalizedistributorswho violate price agreementsby forbiddingthem
to advertiselower prices and by withholdingrebates.
23. The natureof the Japanesedistributionsystem is describedin a 1990 reportfrom
an advisorygroupto the JapanFair TradeCommission. The reportwas entitled "DistributionSystem, Business Practices, and Perspectiveof CompetitionPolicy-For Promotionandthe Protectionof Consumer'sInterests." The provisionaltranslationof this
reportwas issued on June 21, 1990. See Yanagida(1991, p. 6.08).
24. Yanagida(1991, p. 6. 10).
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The importanceattachedto resale price maintenanceis shown by an
articlein The Daily Yomiuri of July 24, 1990.25 The newspaperreported
thatMatsushitawas still feuding with the Daiei supermarketchain after
twenty-six years. Matsushitarefused to supply the chain in 1964 because it violated the resale price maintenanceprovisions. After the
founderof Matsushitadied in 1989, Daiei tried to reestablishrelations
with the companybut was still unsuccessful as of the date of the article.
Manufacturersin Japanuse other methodsbesides retail price maintenance to reduce competition. They have tied-brandstores that sell
only the productsof a particularmanufacturer,and they assign geographicareas to these stores to discourage competition among them.
For example, The Japan Economic Journal of June 3, 1990, reported

thatof 63,000 exclusive stores selling home appliances,24,000 carried
Matsushitaproductsonly, and 11,000, Toshibaproducts.26These stores
receive an average retail margin of 25 percent, higher than that for
independents;in addition, they receive higherrebatesthanindependent
stores. The power of these stores is declining, however. In 1990 they
had40 percentof the market, down from 60 percenta decade earlier.
Perhapsthe most importantregulationaffecting productivityin retailingis the notorious"Large-ScaleRetail Stores Law." The working
of this law was described by Kazuo Sato, the secretarygeneral of the
Mediumand Small EnterprisesInternationalCenterin 1989.27
Before World War II a "DepartmentStores Law" was enacted to
protectsmall- and medium-size retailers. This law was abolishedafter
the war, but in 1956 a similar statutewith the same namewas adopted.
Under this law retailers that had more than a specific number of square

metersof selling space, depending on the city where the facility was
located,were regardedas departmentstores and had to obtaina license
to open. Processingand repairfacilities were countedas retailersunder
this law.
In the early 1970s the government came under pressure both from
supermarkets wanting to open large facilities and from small retailers
complaining about shopping malls. Consequently, the "Large-Scale
25. See Yanagida(1991, p. 6.18).
26. See Yanagida(1991, p. 6.17).
27. Kazuo Sato, "Distribution System in Japan:Large-ScaleStore Law and the
Application,"Japan Business Law Letter, December 1989, pp. 1-8. See Yanagida
(1991, pp. 6.40-6.47).
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Store Law" was enacted in 1973. One of its stated purposes was to
protect consumers' interests and facilitate more openings of large
stores. Whereasthe DepartmentStores Law requireda store to have a
license before it opened, the new law requiredonly that the proposed
new store report its intention. In practice, however, the difference
betweenthe two laws was not as greatas it seemed. The new law stated
that it would operate by "adjusting the business of large retailers as
well as securingbusiness opportunitiesfor the neighboringsmall- and
medium-scaleretailers." Existing small retailerscould object to a new
storebefore it was built. And afterreviewing the plans of the new store
andthe objectionsof the existing retailers, authoritiescould reducethe
floor space or delay the opening if they determinedthat neighboring
small-andmedium-sizestores would be adverselyaffected. In addition,
the law statedthat malls (defined as a collection of small, independent
storesoperatingin one large facility) would be subjectto controlunder
the termsof the law as if they were large-scale stores. In 1978 the law
was amendedto cover new stores that had only 500 squaremeters of
selling space.
In principle, the procedurefor gaining permission to open a large
storewas to be handledexpeditiously. But in practicemanylarge stores
have opened seven to ten years after the planned facility was announced.28The Ministry of InternationalTrade and Industry(MITI)
issued "administrativeguidance" in 1979 to speed applications, but
this was not very successful. Moreover, the power of MITI to affect
storeopenings is limited because in many cases local governmentregulationsare superimposedon the nationallaw. Some localities restrict
openings of stores of more than 200 to 300 square meters, and some
restrictvirtuallyall stores whose capital is providedby nonresidentsof
the city.
Partlyin response to pressurefrom the United States, nationalpolicymakersin Japan have taken some steps to relax the existing laws,
andMITIissued a report, "DistributionSystem in the 1990s," that set
out measuresintendedto achieve a more open andcompetitive system.
Theclosing time has been extendedone hour, to 7 P.M., andthe number
of closing days has been lowered to forty-fivea year, from forty-eight.
28. It is said that large bribes and lawyers' fees often have to be paid to secure
permissionand that many prospectivenew store owners give up the struggle.
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AndMITIpromisedto ask local governmentsto reducetheirregulatory
burden.The proposalsin this documentdo not amendthe fundamental
provisionsof the Large-Scale Store Law, however, so it is not clear
how effective the reformswill be, particularlygiven local controls. As
of April 6, 1990, The Daily Yomiurireportedthat more than 1,190
applicationsto open large stores were awaiting approval.29
Conclusions on Specific Regulations

This compilation of restrictions in Europe and Japan makes an a
prioricase that the complex and ubiquitousregulatorystructurethere
lessens effective competition. In cases of monopoly or oligopoly (telecommunications,banks, and airlines), the natureof the regulationor
the extent of state ownership discourages active competition. In the
case of retailing, small shopkeepersare protectedagainstnew retailing
formats.
Two of the industries, banking and telecommunications,are still
subjectto restrictiveregulationin the United States. The restrictionson
interstatebankinghave led to a nonoptimalindustrystructurewith too
manysmall banks. The benefits of competitionhave offset this disadvantage,however. In the case of telecommunications,the United States
hashadthe benefitof privateownership. And rateshave been regulated
in such a way that productivity increases accrued to the Bell system
betweenrate changes. Table 2 summarizesthe key points in the economic environmentsin these four industriesfor the United States and
the othercountries.
Among the foreign industries, retailing in Japan stands out as an
industrythat has been subject to very restrictiveregulation. European
airlines(with the exception of British Airways) and banksandtelecommunicationsin Germanyand the United Kingdomare also strictlyregulatedindustriesthat have paid a substantialproductivityprice.
Oneobvious exception tests the rule thatregulationreducesproductivity-retailing in Germany.The regulatoryenvironmentin Germany
is quiterestrictive,notably in the setting of opening hours, but productivity (as measured)is high. I will discuss why this might be when I
reviewthatcase study.
I turnnow to a discussion of productivitycomparisonsin these in29. See Yanagida(1991, p. 6.48).
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dustries. The comparisonswere made by a researchteam, of which I
was a member, sponsoredby the McKinsey Global Institute.30

U.S. and European Airlines
We made a comparison of output per employee in the passenger
airlineindustriesof Western Europeand the United States for 1989.31
Thestudycovered 171 carriersin the United States, including 11 major
carriersand 160 regionalandcommutercarriers.ForEuropetherewere
89 carriers,including 12 majoror nationalflag carriers,28 regionalor
commutercarriers, and 49 charter carriers. Cargo carriers were excludedfrom the analysis. The U.S. carriersemployed 476,000 people
in 1989 and carried493 million passengers a total of 702 billion passenger kilometers. The Europeanindustryemployed 377,000 people
and carried250 million passengers a total of 436 billion kilometers.
Figure2 shows the structureof the two industries, illustratingthat the
majorscheduled air carriershave a greater share of the U.S. market
thanthey do of the Europeanmarket.32
Measuring Productivity

In constructinga measure for overall productivity for the airline
industries,we used the approachknown as "functionalproductivity."
In this approacheach airline is assumed to be composed of a set of
separatefunctionalactivities, consisting of the following:
30. Thecomparisonsof productivityarebasedon McKinseyGlobalInstitute(1992).
The studywas directedby William Lewis of the McKinsey Global Institute.Andreas
Siemen,Mike Balay, and Koji Sakateof the Global Instituteand Heidi Wiedenmanof
the Universityof Marylandworkedon the study. FrancisBatorof HarvardUniversity,
RobertSolow of the MassachusettsInstituteof Technology, Ted Hall of McKinsey,and
I weremembersof an advisorypanel andwrotepartsof the finalreport.ThierryNoyelle
andThomasStanbackof ColumbiaUniversityand manyMcKinsey staff membersprovidedadditionalassistance.
31. BecauseI will be makinguse of the results of a researchteam of which I was
only one member,I will refer to results that "we" found.
32. A scheduledpassenger service is a regularlyscheduledroute that is flown accordingto a publishedschedule. Charterflights are providedon an irregularbasis and
aregenerallyassociatedwith low-cost leisure travel.
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* The flying of the planes: output measured by hours flown, labor

inputby cockpit personnel.
* The service provided within the cabin: output measured by pas-

senger kilometers, labor input by cabin personnel.
* Airporthandling:outputmeasuredby numberof passengerstransported, labor input including personnel for ramp and passenger
handling, cargo, catering, cleaning, security, groundequipment
maintenance,cabin crew management,and training.
* Aircraft engineering and maintenance: output measured by stand-

ardizedfleet maintained,labor input by engineeringand maintenance personnel, including administration.
* Ticketing:outputmeasuredby passengerstransported,laborinput
by personnel involved in reservationsand ticketing, marketing,
scheduling, and tariff setting.
* Otheractivities: outputmeasuredby passengerstransported,labor
inputby generalmanagement,corporateadministration,andplanning personnel.
Using this approach,we then calculateda separateestimateof output
per employee for each of the activities. These estimates cannot be
comparedacross activities because the units of outputmeasurementare
different,but for each one a comparisoncan be made for the United
Statesand Europe. Thus, we found, for example, thatthe productivity
of the maintenanceactivity in Europewas only about57 percentof the
U.S. level; the productivityof the passengerhandlingactivityin Europe
was 89 percentof the U.S. level.
In makingthese comparisonswe investigatedsome adjustmentsthat
might be importantbecause of the differences in industrystructures.
TheEuropeanindustrycarriesmore cargo in its passengeraircraftthan
does the U.S. industry, where cargo travels on specialized cargo carriers such as Federal Express. We adjustedfor this by estimating the
numberof personnel involved in cargo handling and excluding these
from the totals. Our estimate was based on the average ratio of tons
transported
percargo service employee, which we obtainedfor selected
U.S. and Europeanairlines.
We also consideredthe role of travel agents in providingticketing
servicesbut were not able to make an adjustmentfor this. Althoughwe

Figure 3. Productivity Levels of the European Airline Industry, 1989
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lacked quantitativedata, industryparticipantstold us that reliance on
travelagents for ticketing is about the same in the two markets.
Airlines provide maintenancefor other airlines or contractout their
own work. And airports,particularlyEuropeanairports,or theiragents
provide baggage handling or other ground services for airlines. The
contractingout of maintenancework cancels out and does not bias the
industrylevel results. We attempted to adjust for contract work to
airlines outside the respective markets and for services provided by
airportsor outside contractors. We made a rough estimate that about
5,000 personnel provided maintenance services to U.S. airlines that
were not counted in our data, and these were added to the U.S. total.
Unfortunately,we were not able to find reliable figures to make the
adjustmentto Europeanairlines for outside groundpersonnel. We did
conclude,however, thatthis adjustmentwould certainlyworkto reduce
the relativeproductivityof the Europeanairlines.
The maintenancerequiredby a given fleet dependson the characteristics of the fleet, particularlythe age of the planes. We did not make
a specific adjustmentfor age, but the U.S. fleet is older than the Europeanfleet, giving the U.S. a small disadvantage.
Aftermakingthese adjustmentsor assessing the effects of differences
for whichwe could not make adjustments,we then combinedthe activity productivitiesinto an estimate of the weighted averageproductivity
of the Europeanairlines comparedwith those of the United States The
weightsused were the sharesof employmentin each activity. Figure 3
shows thatU.S. productivitywas higher in all of the individualactivities of the industry,with notablylow productivitiesin Europeoccurring
in maintenance,ticketing, and other personnel. Overall, productivity
for the Europeanairlines was estimated at 72 percentof U.S. productivity. These dataignore qualitydifferences, but the importanceof such
differencesis assessed below.
Businessanalystsoften look at separateactivities and productivities
to find areas of weak performancewithin individual companies. It is
not the approachof choice for productivityeconomists, who prefer a
Divisia outputindex. That is not possible here because revenue shares
are not brokenout for the separateactivities. Our approachis similar
to the one used by the Bureauof LaborStatistics (BLS) in its estimates
of productivityin selected industries. In practicethe method of calculationis very unlikely to be crucial. Figure 3 shows consistently lower
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relative productivityin the Europeanairlines in all of the activities,
so index number difficulties are unlikely to account for the overall
result. In addition, we have erredagainst the U.S. airlineswhere there
was doubtaboutthe numbers.33We concluded, therefore,thatthe productivity gap between the Europeanairlines and the U.S. airlines is
substantial.34
Reasons for the Productivity Difference at the Production Level

The firstpossible explanationfor the productivitygap is the hub and
spoke system that the U.S. industryhas developed since it was deregulated. This system allows an airline to feed its aircraftfrom multiple
feederflights into a hub airportat aboutthe same time. The passengers
then change planes, although staying with the same airline, and the
fleet takes off again. This system offers,substantialadvantagesto passengers because it allows much greater frequency of flights. For example, AmericanAirlines can feed passengersfrom all over the Southwest into Dallas-Ft. Worthand then send them out to cities in the rest
of the country. This happens every two or three hours, allowing a
passengerwho wants to travel from, say, Tucson, Arizona, to Charlotte, North Carolina, the opportunityto select from several flights a
day. The volume of trafficbetween these two cities would not otherwise
allow such frequentservice.
Passengers sometimes complain about the hub and spoke system
because it means that they have to change planes at the hub. This is
costly, althoughless costly than changing terminalsand airlines. Our
informationfrom the airlines is thatthe hub and spoke system emerged
becauseof competitive pressureto provide frequentservice, that is, it
is consumer-driven.Passengersprobablyfail to realize thattherewould
be many fewer flights without hub and spoke and that there would be
much longer waits between flights when changes were required.This
assessment agrees with that of Robert Gordon, who states that the
33. It is also the case that British Airways, the largest Europeancarrier,now has
productivitysimilarto thatof the U.S. carriers.WithoutBritishAirways, the European
averagewould be lower. BritishAirwayscompetes directlywith U.S. carrierson transatlanticroutes.
34. Our results are consistent with Caves and others (1987), who found that after
U.S. deregulation,U.S. airlinesachievedmorerapidgrowththanEuropeanairlinesdid.
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establishmentof new hubshas increasedthe numberof nonstoproutings
andthatfew nonstop routes have been discontinued.35
An earlierstudy of airline productivityhad arguedthat the hub and
spoke system provideda productivityadvantageto the U.S. airlines.36
If customer convenience were properly accounted for in the output
measure,then this would be the case. Given the measures of output
thatwe use here, however, we concludedthatthe hub and spoke system
actuallygives a productivitydisadvantageto the U.S. airlines.37This
possibilityfirstemerged in discussions with industryparticipants,who
pointed out that the system creates severe congestion problems for
them.The chartsshown in figure4 supportthe idea. Northwestoperates
a hub out of Minneapolis-St. Paul and has its arrivalsand departures
set up in a series of eight "banks." The result is that large numbersof
arrivals,groupedat two- to three-hourintervals, are followed by large
numbersof departures-as many as thirty-twoin a half-hourperiod.
Manyof us have experiencedterminalsthatwere packedwith people
for a periodand then nearlyempty for a while afterthat. At the DallasFt. Worthhub, for example, American's planes line up in a long row
waitingto take off. Half an hour later very few flights are preparingto
leave.
Airportsthat do not operatehub and spoke have less of a peak load
problem.Figure4 also shows flights into Heathrowairport,wherethere
is clearlyless peaking. BritishAirways operateswith five to ten arrivals
in each half hour. Even the total numberof flights into the airportin
any half-hourperiod rarely reaches the peak that Northwestalone has
in some periods.38
Anotherpossible reason for the productivitygap is thatU.S. airlines
may have higher rates of capacity utilization than do the European
35. Gordon(1992).
36. Noyelle and Stanback(1992).
37. At the risk of repetitionand in response to several readers'comments, I stress
thatthis is a productivitydisadvantageonly because we have an outputmeasurethat
fails to capturethe value to consumersof the service frequencythatis increasedby hub
andspoke.Thereis no mysteryaboutwhy the airlinesadopthubandspoke--consumers
vote for it by theirpurchasingdecisions. I note a New YorkTimesreportthat points to
the costs of operatinghub and spoke. Some airlines are abandoningsuch operations
wherethe volumeof trafficdoes not justify it. See Agis Salpukos, "Hurtin Expansion,
AirlinesCut Back and May Sell Hubs," New YorkTimes, April 1, 1993, Al.
38. We also checkedthe patternof arrivalsanddeparturesin otherairportsto confirm
the examplesgiven in figure4.
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Figure 5. Functional Productivities For U.S. and EuropeanAirline Personnel, 1989
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airlines. We found that not to be the case. On average U.S. planes were
flown for 7.2 hours a day in 1989, while the average for the European
airlines was 6.9 hours. It does not appear that utilization is a major
reason for the productivity gap.
We found that the productivity of the cockpit and cabin crews varies,
depending on whether the flight is scheduled or unscheduled, whether
it is a long (intercontinental) flight or a short one, and the type of aircraft
flown (see figure 5). Based on these differences, we estimated that the
observed differences in the productivity of the cockpit crew resulted
from structural differences in the industries. In particular, intercontinental flights require longer layover periods for flight crews, and the
European airlines have more of these flights.
We were not able to obtain direct estimates of capital-labor ratios
for the two industries, but we found little evidence that capital is a
major explanatory factor for the productivity differences. All of the
airlines use aircraft from the same three suppliers. And although the
fleets differ in structure, the average cockpit crew size is about the
same, with three-person crews in 26.3 percent of the planes in the
United States, compared with 26.5 percent in Europe.39 All of the
airlines have computerized their operations for handling reservations
and ticketing and for managing aircraft and personnel. The computer
systems were developed in the United States but are available worldwide. The U.S. industry has invested more heavily in information technology, but this results from operating frequent flier programs and other
marketing strategies.
There are some indications that economies of scale were a cause of
higher productivity of the United States industry.
* Ninety-one major airports in the United States served 900 million
passengers in 1989, or an average of 9.9 million per airport. This
compares with 56 major airports in Europe serving 416 million
passengers, or 7.4 million per airport.40
* The eleven largest U.S. airlines in 1989 had an average of 290
planes, compared with an average fleet of 95 planes for the nine
largest European carriers.
39. McKinseyGlobal Institute(1992, exhibit 2A-19).
40. McKinseyGlobal Institute(1992, exhibits 2A-20, 2A-21).
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These size differences translate into productivity differences in airport handling, where capital and labor can be used more efficiently at
larger scale, and also in fleet maintenance. To be considered efficient,
a maintenance operation needs between fifteen and twenty-five planes
of the same type, and many European airlines fall below this critical
level.
The effects of scale should not be exaggerated, however. The lack
of scale in ground handling in European airports has led to a pooling
of airport handling facilities through the use of outside contractors.
There does not appear to be a significant scale penalty in practice; in
fact, some observers of the industry argue that very large airports are
less efficient.41 And the small fleet sizes have led European airlines to
offer fleet maintenance services to non-European airlines so that they
can operate with efficient scale. A penalty is likely to be associated
with maintaining the planes of other airlines, however, in terms of
scheduling the maintenance so that it is done efficiently. In any case,
the scale penalty faced by the European airlines is itself a result of the
industry structure and the regulatory climate rather than of too small a
market.
We assessed service quality level without being able to provide good
quantitative evidence. On one hand, many people would argue that
Swissair or other European airlines provide a higher level of service
and better meals than do U.S. airlines. On the other hand, the charter
flights in Europe, a large fraction of total flights, operate with a minimum of cabin staff and service. And the frequency of flights provided
by the U.S. hub and spoke system is greater than that in Europe.
In summary, we found that the techniques of production used in the
two airline industries were similar indeed. Capital and technology do
not seem to be major sources of the productivity difference. The differences in route structures account for the differences in cockpit personnel productivity, and scale differences may account for some of the
maintenance productivity difference. But overall, the causal factors that
we have described do not seem adequate to explain fully the differences
in productivity between the two industries. Partly as a residual explanation, therefore, we argue that the European airlines are less efficient
41. Art Buchwaldclaims he was told, when he missed his flight from O'Hare to
Wisconsin,that he could easily finish his trip on foot because he alreadyhad walked
mostof the way just getting to the gate.
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at operating their systems and have excess labor in maintenance, ticketing, and other operations. Although it has not been possible to document this hypothesis from written material, there is strong anecdotal
evidence from industry participants to support it. Managers in European
airlines admit that they are overstaffed in many areas and state that they
are unable to change their staffing levels because of union rules and
political opposition to layoffs.
Since 1990 competition has increased in Europe, and the smaller
airlines are consolidating. Alliances are also forming between U.S. and
European airlines. Provided Europe opens its markets to full competition, there is no reason that full convergence of productivity could not
happen quickly. At the same time, the European airlines are still finding
themselves at a disadvantage in direct competition with U.S. airlines.
Richard Weintraub reports that the share of passengers carried by U.S.
airlines to and from Germany and France is rising rapidly and that the
shares for French and German airlines are falling rapidly.42

U.S., German, and U. K. Banks
In 1989 the United States had 2.29 million workers in depository
institutions, Germany had 703,000, and the United Kingdom 522,000.
Our study concentrated on retail banking, and so excluded employees
of other sorts of depository institutions from the total to obtain the
employment figures for this sector. Some employees of the Federal
Reserve and the Bundesbank were included in our employment totals
to make them comparable to the U.K. figures, where the payments
system is operated by the commercial banks.
Productivity Measures
Our output measure for the banks was based on the procedure the
BLS uses. The three main components of output are number of transactions, number of accounts, and number of credits outstanding. The
detailed elements in these three are as follows:
42. RichardM. Weintraub,"Flying High Over Europe," WashingtonPost, August
1, 1993, H1, H4. His data are from the Immigrationand NaturalizationService and
AmericanAirlines.
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* Transactions: checks and NOWs (negotiable orders of withdrawal) cleared; paper credit transfers; standing orders; direct debits; electronic funds transfers; bills cleared; credit card transactions; counter cash withdrawals.
* Savings and deposit services: regular savings accounts; contractual savings accounts; savings bonds, certificates of deposit, and
other savings accounts; time deposits; money market accounts;
building society contracts.
* Credit services: revolving credit accounts; installment credits;
credit card credits; mortgages; building society contracts.
Based on data provided by the Bank for International Settlements,
we estimated the number of payment transactions made per year, counting checks, electronic transfers, and credit card transactions on an equal
basis. In this measure of output, we were not able to exclude transactions by large entities (wholesale transactions) except for a few cases
(such as Fedwire transactions) where they could be easily identified.43
Deposit and credit services are measured by the number of savings or
credit accounts operated by the banks. The number of credit accounts
was based on data from the American Banking Association, the British
Bankers Association, and a 1988 McKinsey analysis of Germany. Using
number of accounts means that differences in the sizes of the accounts
are ignored.
These data reveal the very high banking "transaction intensity" of
the U.S. economy. U.S. banks processed 57.8 billion transactions in
1989, nearly 300 per person above age 14. These figures compare with
7.2 billion for the United Kingdom and 8.3 billion for Germany, only
slightly more than half the U.S. rate per person. For the number of
savings or deposit accounts, the picture is different, with Germany
having 184 percent and the United Kingdom 75 percent of the U.S.
level of accounts per person. The United States had more credit accounts outstanding, 1.4 per person, compared with 0.9 in the United
Kingdom and 0.7 in Germany.
We used an approach similar to that for the airline industry to allocate
total banking industry employment to the three bank functions, and then
estimated separate functional productivities. The three functional pro43. Cash withdrawalsusing ATMs (automatedteller machines)were not included.
I discussATMs separatelybelow.
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Figure 6. Productivity in Retail Banking for Germany,the United Kingdom, and the
United States, 1989
B. Paymenttransactionsandcash withdrawalsat tellerper full-timeemployee
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a. Composite index of productivities for payment, deposit, and credit services weighted by labor input.

ductivitieswere then averagedto give the overall bankingproductivities. Figure 6 shows the results. With one exception, the functional
productivitiesin Germanyandthe UnitedKingdomwere a half to threequartersof the U.S. level. The overall productivity levels were 68
percentfor Germanyand 64 percentfor the UnitedKingdom,reflecting
the fact that transactionsprocessing takes up the largest share of employmentin all three countries. It is likely that any reasonablealter-
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native aggregation procedure would show a similar overall productivity
gap.
The only exception to this general pattern was the German industry's
relatively high productivity in savings accounts. German customers are
very thrifty, often open multiple savings accounts, and leave the funds
untouched for long periods. Given the nature of our output measure
(number of accounts), it is not surprising to see high estimated productivity in Germany in this activity.
Reasons for the Productivity Difference
As with the airline industries, several possible sources of productivity difference at the production level need to be checked. The first of
these is that the mix of services provided in each of the three countries
is different.
The payments systems in both Germany and the United Kingdom
rely far more heavily on electronic funds transfers than does the U.S.
system. Fifty-two percent of German transactions and 21 percent of
U.K. transactions are made through electronic transfers; the comparable
figure in the United States is 5 percent. This difference should work to
the advantage of the United Kingdom and Germany, and, indeed, banking industry experts that we consulted hypothesized that Europe's banking system would show higher productivity than that in the United
States.
The differences in mix were less important for deposit accounts. For
credit accounts, the U.S. banks were again at a disadvantage because
they carry a higher proportion of monthly installment accounts than
German and U.K. banks do.
To assess the impact of these mix differences, we estimated the
relative labor inputs to process the various kinds of transactions and
accounts. This recalculation led to a widening of the productivity gap,
with German relative productivity falling to 50 percent of the U.S. level
and the United Kingdom to 54 percent.
We assessed differences in service quality in those areas where we
could obtain data. Interest rate spreads between savings accounts and
loans were higher in Germany and the United Kingdom than in the
United States. Opening hours were comparable in the three countries.
Access to branches was somewhat less in the United Kingdom and
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somewhat higher in Germany than in the United States. Germany has
made it an important goal to provide a cooperative or state-run bank in
all small communities. The U. S. industry was ahead in providing access
to ATMs (automated teller machines) and machines with more service
options. Tourists from Europe complain about long waiting times in
U.S. banks, but this appears to result from long lines for processing
travelers' checks in tourist cities such as New York. Studies find average waiting times in branches to be similar in all three countries, with
the U.S. banks more likely to pool lines to reduce variance among
customers in the time waited.
Economies of scale and scope operate at both the firm and establishment levels.44 Because of restrictions on interstate banking, the United
States has very large numbers of banks and hence a potential disadvantage relative to the United Kingdom due to operations below minimum
efficient scale. Germany has large commercial banks and many small
savings banks and credit cooperatives. Both the credit unions in the
United States and the credit cooperatives in Germany have small
branches, averaging seven employees per branch in both countries. But
this segment of the industry makes up only 8 percent of total employment in the United States, compared with 24 percent in Germany.
Industrywide, the United Kingdom had an average of 19.3 employees
per branch; the United States, 15.2 employees; and Germany, 10.7
employees.45 According to the McKinsey study, the teller utilization
rate in the United States rises from about 40 percent in branches with
only three tellers to 80 percent in branches with eight tellers.46 Based
on the differences in average branch size, we estimated that about five
percentage points of the U.S.-German productivity gap of thirty-two
points resulted from smaller branch sizes. Adjusting for branch size
would widen the U.S.-U.K. gap.
Based upon investment in information technology, there appears to
be a capital-technology gap between the United States and Germany
and the United Kingdom. Two important and related technological developments have changed retail banking during the 1980s: ATMs, and

44. See ErnstBaltensperger(1972); and Jeffrey A. Clark(1988). I have benefited
fromdiscussionswith RobertE. Litan on this point.
45. These dataexclude postal banksin Germanyand the United Kingdom.
46. McKinseyGlobal Institute(1992, exhibit 2B-19).
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on-line applications in bank branches.47 In 1989 far fewer transactions
per person passed through ATMs in Germany and the United Kingdom
than in the United States.48 Some part of the lower productivity of
United Kingdom and German banks comes from the labor used to
dispense cash to their customers.
Based on 1989 data for the United States, 1990 data for Germany,
and 1991 data for the United Kingdom, U.S. banks made much greater
use of terminals-seventy-four
terminals per 100 employees in the
United States, twenty-three in Germany, and seventeen in the United
Kingdom. We cannot provide quantitative estimates of the effect these
terminals have on productivity, but we think that they are substantial.
Many activities that are carried out at a central location in a U.S. bank
or contracted out are still conducted at the branch level in Europe. A
U.S. teller can use a terminal to access all of a customer's records even
when the records are not in the bank. The hardware to computerize
bank operations can be obtained on world markets at the same cost to
U.S. and European banks, so the capital and technology gap appears to
result from management choices in the countries.
The computer gap is a symptom of a more fundamental difference
between the U. S. and European industries. Intense competition that
developed over the past twenty years has driven the U. S. banks to lower
costs. So, too, have their own poor lending policies, which led many
of them to the edge of bankruptcy or beyond. They have been continuously streamlining their operations, applying new technologies, and
consolidating to achieve scale economies. The European industry has
not moved aggressively to lower employment in relation to the volume
of transactions and accounts handled.
In summary, the productivity gap between U. S. and European banks
results largely from a failure in Germany and the United Kingdom to
use information technology effectively within the banks and to streamline their back-office operations. The German banking industry has been
47. Bresnahan(1986) estimatesthe impactof informationtechnologyon productivity andconsumersurplusin the bankingindustry.
48. We separatedelectronic fund transfersfrom ATM transactions.Germanyprovided 665 ATMs per 100,000 inhabitants,comparedwith 1,852 per 100,000 in the
UnitedStates. There were 44,300 transactionsper ATM in Germany,comparedwith
52,900 in the United States. The figuresfor the United Kingdomlie betweenthese two
values. We excluded cash dispensed from ATMs in our estimate of the volume of
transactions,so we are understatingU.S. outputof transactionsprocessed.
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able to take advantage of electronic funds transfers, more so than in the
United States. Without this, the productivity gap would be larger. Compared with the U.K. banks, the German and U.S. banks suffer from
scale disadvantages, especially the German banks with their very small
branches.

Telecommunicationsin France, Germany, Japan, the United
Kingdom, and the United States
Because of the monopoly and regulated structure of telecommunications in several of the countries, the estimation of productivities was
easier in this industry in some ways.
In 1989 the U.S. telecommunications industry employed 798,000
people, excluding equipment manufacture and call completion services,
such as answering services. Japan had 290,000 employees, excluding
value-added network services provided by type II carriers. Germany
had 198,000 employees, France 146,000, and the United Kingdom
240,000. The German and French figures exclude the cable TV business. All of French and German employment is in France Telecom and
DBP Telecom, respectively. About 97 percent of U.K. employment is
in British Telecom, and about 95 percent of Japanese employment is in
NTT and its subsidiaries.
Productivity Measures
We used two alternative measures of output for the industry, based
on the number of calls and the number of access lines. The number of
calls (allowing for distance) is the measure of output that the BLS uses
for its productivity estimates for selected industries. In 1989, 457.6
billion calls were made on the U.S. network, using 129.1 million access
lines-3,545 calls per line. In Japan 1,373 calls were made per line, in
the United Kingdom 1,239, in Germany 1,101, and in France 870.
BLS uses only the number of calls as its output measure, but we felt
it was appropriate to view the number of access lines as a component
of output, independent of the number of calls. Like an insurance policy,
a telephone line can have value even when it is not actually being used.
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Figure 7. Productivity in Telecommunicationsin Selected Countries
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The difficulty is that there are no meaningful revenue share measures
to indicatethe relative importanceof the two outputmeasures.
In figure 7a, I show two alternativerelative labor productivitycalculations.The largernumbersfor EuropeanandJapaneseproductivities
are based on a 50-50 weighting for number of calls and numberof
access lines. The smallernumbersare based purelyon numberof calls.
Oneitherbasis, laborproductivitywas muchhigherin the UnitedStates
thanin the other countries. The gap is huge if outputis measuredonly
by numberof calls.
Capitalis a very large part of total factor input in the telecommunications industry, so an estimate of total factor productivityfor this
industryseemed particularlyimportant.Using capital expenditurepurchasing power parities (PPPs), we found that France, Germany, and
the United States had similar capital-laborratios, while Japan's was
somewhatlower. The United Kingdom's ratio was less thanhalf of the
U.S. value. The resultingtotal factor productivityestimatesare shown
in figure7b.
It should be noted that France, Germany, Japan, and the United
Kingdomall have captive manufacturingsectors, which makes these
comparisonssuspect as measures of the "real" capital stocks. I will
say more aboutthe role of capital and technology later.
Inthe case of telecommunications,the methodologyused to compute
productivitydid influencethe results. In particular,the outcomeappears
to dependon the judgmentmade aboutthe relative importanceof calls
and access lines.49Because the pricing of access and calls is heavily
49. In the McKinsey study, a weight of 85 percentwas given to numberof access
lines. Because both Japanand France have more access lines per employee than the
UnitedStatesdoes, this weight led to estimatedrelativeproductivitiesthatwere as high
or higherin Japanand Franceas in the United States. This weightingof the two outputs
was based on an estimate that about 85 percent of employment in this industry is
associatedwith installingand maintainingthe networkand 15 percentwith handlingthe
calls. The McKinsey study also made an estimate of total factor productivityfor the
industry,and the approachused weighted the "numberof calls" measureof output
muchmoreheavily thanit had been for the laborproductivityestimates. This meantthat
theestimatesfor relativetotal factorproductivityshowed the UnitedStates far aheadof
the othercountries.
In preparingthis paper,I was not persuadedthatthe 85-15 split for laborproductivity
had been correct. Operatorassistance, directory assistance, customer inquiries, and
complaintsare all likely to be relatedto the numberof calls, and these employees had
notbeenincludedin the 15 percent.In addition,the inconsistencyin the outputmeasures
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regulatedor controlledin all of the countries, the marketoffers no clear
guidanceon the correctway to make such an assessment. Nevertheless,
U.S. relative productivity(both labor and total factor) is high in this
industry,provideda reasonableweight is given to the numberof calls
made.50
This conclusion has been confirmedby calculations made in 1990
and sent to me recently by Henry Ergas for telecommunicationsin the
United States, several Europeancountries, and Australia. Strikingly,
this confirmationoccurs even though the productivitymeasureused is
"mainlines per employee, adjustedfor contractingout." Ergasandhis
coauthorsfind the United States to have the highest productivity,followed by Sweden, Denmark, France (72 percent of United States),
Spain, Canada, the former West Germany (58 percent), the United
Kingdom(52 percent), and Australia.5'
Reasons for the Productivity Difference

The telecommunicationsnetworks of the countries under study are
very different. The characteristicsof the networks that are likely to
affect the numberof access lines per employee are scale, growth in
size, networkdensity, networkarchitectureandorganization,andtechnology.
We tested for the effects of these factors on access line productivity
using a simple cross-sectional regression analysis on fifty local operatingcompaniesin the United States. We ran separateregressionsfor
threedifferentmeasures-access lines per employee, access lines per
operationalemployee, and access lines per dollar of operating cost.
These indicatedthat scale (millions of access lines); growth (percent
increasein numberof access lines); and density (access lines per mile
of cable) had an insignificant effect on these productivityindicators.
used for laborand total factor productivitymeant that the normalrelationbetween the
two productivitymeasuresdid not hold. In particular,there was no evidence that the
UnitedStates generallyhad a lower capital-laborratio than did the other countries. I
thereforerecomputedthe labor and total factor productivityestimates as describedin
the text.
50. Both KennethFlammand RobertCrandallof Brookingshave arguedto me that
using numberof calls understatesthe U.S. relativeproductivity.Calls are longer in the
UnitedStates, tying up switch capacity, and increasingnumbersof calls are being made
throughprivatenetworksthat are not countedin FCC data.
51. Ergas, Ralph, and Sivakumar(1990).
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Scale seemed to reduce productivity, if anything. We did find that
network architecture(access lines per switch) affected productivity
(morelines per switch raised productivity), as did technology. Operatingcompaniesthat spent a large fractionof their switch expenditures
on analog electronic switches (replacing mechanical switches) raised
productivity.Companies that invested in digital switches suffered at
least a temporaryreduction in productivity, however. The results are
shown in table 3.
We concludedthat technology played an importantrole in affecting
the numberof access lines per employee across the countries. In particular,the low productivityof the Germanand U.K. systems is attributablein partto the slowness with which these countrieshave moved
to electronic switches. Japan and France have adopted moderntechnologiesandachievedaboutthe same level of access lines per employee
as has the United States. One can argue that Francehas overinvested
in digital switches, especially given that they were producedby the
expensivecaptive supply industryin France.
Oneobvious source of productivitydifferenceresultsfromthe much
higherlevel of phoneutilizationin the UnitedStates. As we saw earlier,
the numberof calls per access line is several times as high in the United
Statesas it is in the other countries. Because of its private ownership
andthe flexibilityof regulation,the U. S. industryhas keptthe consumer
priceof both local and long distancecalls muchlower thanit is in other
countries.Taylor has found high elasticities of demandfor calls, and
so the low prices have generatedhigh demand(figure 8).52
Estimatedprice elasticities are probablynot enough to explain fully
the huge differences in phone utilization. Americansappearto have a
higherpropensityto phone, but that propensitymay simply reflect the
verylong-runeffects of the pricing strategy. The propensityto use the
phonewould rise over time if prices fell.
A second reason for productivitydifferences is the inefficiencies in
the use of labor. Because the telecommunicationsindustryin all of the
countriesis largely monopolized, the potentialfor slack in the organizationof laborexists throughout.The Britishpostal service was chronically overstaffed, and British Telecom had not reduced employment
significantlyby 1990. The seven Bell operatingcompaniesin the United
52. Taylor (1980).
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Figure 8. Price Elasticity of Demand for TelephoneService
Range,fromdifferentstudies, of percentagechangein demandin responseto a 1 percent
increasein-price
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Stateshave not reducedemploymenteither, but AT&T, facing a more
competitivemarket, has sharplyreduced its employment. NTT in Japan, facing potential competition from many new carriers, has also
sharplyreducedits employment.
The regulationof the pricing structuremay have contributedto the
failureof the Bell companies to reduce employment.For example, the
local phonecompaniesare not generallyallowed to chargefor directory
assistance, leading to overuse of this service relative to an efficient
market.
Differences among countries make an overall summaryof the telecommunications industry difficult. A state-owned monopoly can
achieve high productivityalong certain dimensions of service if there
is a well-financedtechnological push, as there was in France. Without
suchaneffort, however, more adverseoutcomesarelikely. In Germany
political pressure favors local equipment suppliers, thereby holding
back the technology. And continuing political and union pressureto
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avoid layoffs also affects productivity negatively. The U.K. system
was even worse thanGermany's, andprivatizationhas hadonly modest
benefits so far. The Japanese industry was a state-owned monopoly
with the advantageof a very strong domestic equipmentsupply industry. It may well be evolving into the most efficient system worldwide
underthe pressureof privatizationand competition. The U.S. system
has had the benefit of long-term private ownership but has not yet
generatedcompetition in basic local service. There is competition in
cellular service and from private corporate networks, however, and
increasedlocal competitionmay be on the way.

Retailing in France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and
the United States
Ourbasic sources of data for retailing in the countries we covered
were the 1987 census of retail establishmentsfor the United States, a
similarbut less comprehensive census by MITI for Japanin 1988, a
biennialsurveyby the CentralStatisticalOffice in the UnitedKingdom,
and surveys by the Statistische Bundesamtin Germanyand INSEE in
France.These surveys provide informationon full- and part-timeemploymentin general merchandiseretailing. We found that in Europe
full-time retail employees worked forty hours a week and part-time
employeesabouttwentyhours. Part-timeworkerswere thereforetreated
as equalto one-half of full-time workersin Europe.We concludedthat
"part-time"workersin Japanwere working aboutforty hours, and so
we countedall employmentin Japanas full-time equivalents-a decision that might understatethe numberof hours worked in Japan. For
the United States, we used BLS surveys to determinetotal hours and
divided these by forty to estimate full-time equivalent employment
comparableto that in Europe.
Productivity Measures

We were unable to find an ideal measure of output for the general
merchandiseretailing industry. The literaturehas proposedseveral alternatives,including sales, throughput(a measure of the volume of
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Figure 9. Productivity in U.S. General MerchandiseRetailing, 1990
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goods sold), value added, and others geared to indicators of consumer
value.53
A retailer provides a location where customers can go to pay for and
pick up merchandise, but it also provides information about the range
of goods available and their prices and creates an ambience that affects
the quality of the activity for the consumer. A warehouse store or a
discounter provides a basic environment with linoleum floors and no
decoration. Assistants are few and typically not very well informed.
A successful upscale store provides a more pleasant environment and
more assistants who are better informed and willing to spend time with
customers.
In our judgment value added created at the retail level provides the
best overall measure of output. Figures 9a and 9b show how value
added per employee and per total factor productivity (based on labor
input and inventory only) varies for a selection of well-known stores in
the United States. High-end stores such as Nieman-Marcus, that provide
a lot of service, have high labor productivities, while low-end stores
such as Wal-Mart have lower productivities. Part of the difference in
labor productivity results from differences in the selection of goods
provided. The estimate of total factor productivity, made using inventory capital, shows a somewhat different ranking than that for labor
productivity. The remainder of the difference comes mostly from differences in the quality of the sales force. The high-end stores pay more
and expect more qualified assistants.
Because we are counting only the number of full-time equivalent
employees as the labor input, one would not expect to see a direct
relation between productivity and profitability. The most profitable
U.S. retail chain, Wal-Mart, does not have unusually high productivity
using a value-added measure of output.
Based upon the census and survey data for each country, therefore,
we were able to estimate value added per employee in national currencies for each of the countries under study. To compare across countries
we needed an exchange rate, and we used the household consumption
PPPs for the 1990 benchmark reported by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). A broad PPP is needed
53. See Achabel, Heineke, and McIntyre(1984); Beckman(1957); Cary and Otto
(1977);Goodman(1985); Ingene (1982 and 1984); and Ofer (1973). See also the discussionin the introductionof Griliches(1992).
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Figure 10. Productivityin General MerchandiseRetailingfor Selected Countries,
1987
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because retailers provide a broad range of goods. Some might argue
that a narrower PPP based on nonfood consumption of goods would
have been a better indicator of the items actually sold by general merchandise retailers. Because the 1990 benchmark PPPs impute a high
price to U.S. education and health services, however, it is likely that
the broader PPP understates U.S. relative productivity and does not
change the overall thrust of the results reported here.
Figure 10 shows the results for value added per employee; the United
States has the highest productivity, followed by Germany, the United
Kingdom, France, and Japan. Japan's productivity is less than half of
the U.S. level. The figure also shows an estimate of total factor productivity,54 which gives a very similar picture except that Japan moves
up. Japanese retailers have small inventories relative to U.S. retailers.
Reasons for the Productivity Difference
The main driver of productivity in the general merchandise retailing
industry is the structural changes that were described earlier. Most
important, formats with high productivity have replaced those with low
productivity. This process has happened to some degree in all of the
countries that we examined, but it has moved more rapidly in the United
States than elsewhere. Figure 11 shows the structure of store sizes in
the five countries. It is notable that much of the retailing in France and
especially Japan is in small establishments.
Within a given retailing format, productivity differences are less
evident. We were told that productivity in a large department store is
about the same in Tokyo, London, Paris, and New York. Figure 12
confirms this and shows that the same is not true for single category
stores, where large stores such as Home Depot have much higher productivity than the small hardware stores available in Japan.
Another important structural change is that retailers, especially in
the United States, have integrated backward into the wholesale level.
For every wholesale employee, there are ten retail employees in the
United States, compared with four or five in France and Japan. This
integration in the United States, which has been facilitated by the shift
54. The total factorproductivityis computedas a geometricaverageof value added
peremployeeand value addedper dollar of inventory, with a 60 percentweight going
to laborproductivity.This ignores structurescapital.
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Figure 12. Productivityof General Merchandiseand SpecialtyStores, 1987-88
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to large national chain retail establishments and by investment in information technology, has yielded a more efficient distribution system
overall.
A final important difference in the productivity level is that the
United States has more high-end stores than do the other countries, and
as I noted earlier, high-end stores are more productive in value added
terms. Even though Wal-Mart is considered the most successful retailer
in the United States, it is not the highest productivity store. Highincome consumers shop in establishments that provide high levels of
service, and the United States has more high-income consumers than
do the other countries, especially Japan.
We concluded therefore that differences in the mix of output do
provide a natural productivity advantage to the U.S. retailing industry
and explain part of the productivity gap. More important, however, is
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that regulation in Japan and Europe has slowed the structural adjustment
of the industry, preventing more productive formats from driving out
the less productive formats.
An anomaly in the overall results is the relatively high productivity
in German retailing despite restrictive regulation. In part this reflects
genuinely high efficiency. Regulation has not prevented the German
industry from making the transformation to high productivity formats
more fully than have Japan or the other European countries. Perhaps
most important is that our output measure overstates the German relative productivity because of the inconvenience created by the short
opening hours. Germans are forced to shop during working hours.
Robert Gordon and I once made a back-of-the envelope calculation
that imposing German opening hours on U.S. shoppers would cost 3
percent of gross national product.55 That figure may have had some
hyperbole in it,56 but even so, the long hours that U.S. stores are open,
combined with the resulting slow sales volume per hour, surely puts
U.S. retailers at a penalty. Gordon and I also argued that the increased
diversity of products in U.S. stores has provided a form of hidden
productivity increase, and most observers note the much smaller range
of products available in German stores than in U.S. stores.

Other Explanations of the Productivity Gap
The central thesis of this paper has been that lower productivity in
the service sectors in Europe and Japan indicates the adverse effects of
inadequate competition and certain types of regulation on these markets. Two objections have been raised to the basic approach entailed in
this hypothesis. The first argues that higher productivity in the United
States does not result from any differences in the economic environment
in Europe or Japan but is simply the residual effect of incomplete
convergence. The second argument notes that differences in productivity occur among firms within a given market and asks why then would
55. Baily and Gordon(1988).
56. Manyfewer women work in Germanythan in the United States, so the penalty
imposedby the short hours is lower in Germany.Of course, one could argue that we
understatedthe effect. Limitingopening hoursin the United States to the Germanlevel
wouldbringon a consumerrevolt.
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differences not occur among countries-the result of random differences. These two objections to the basic approach need to be addressed.
First, the convergence issue. The pattern of economic convergence
among the major industrial economies after World War II is now familiar. The United States had by far the highest level of productivity
in 1945, but Japan and the European economies were able to grow more
rapidly in subsequent years than did the United States The drivers of
the convergence process have been seen as, first, capital formation,
which has gradually brought the capital-labor ratios in these countries
close to the U.S. level (including human capital) and, second, the
transfer of technology as these countries imported (and sometimes improved on) the most advanced technology, management methods, and
product designs generated within the United States.57 Could it be that
the observed productivity differences exist because convergence takes
time and Europe and Japan are still lagging behind the United States?
The key question here is why has convergence in service industries
been incomplete. After all, the war ended more than forty years ago,
so one might reasonably expect that the convergence process would
have run its course and that U.S. industries would no longer have any
systematic productivity advantage over Europe and Japan.
It is hard to see capital shortage as a major reason for continued
productivity differences. For the past ten years or more, international
capital markets have allowed companies to finance investment even
when the domestic flow of funds has been inadequate. High capital
costs do not force service industries abroad to operate with lower capital
intensities. Indeed, the conventional wisdom these days is that the low
national saving rate in the United States has made the cost of funds
higher in the United States than in Japan or Europe.58 In practice it is
U.S. companies that have had difficulty finding domestic funds for
investment and have borrowed internationally.
Complete convergence in terms of intangible capital should also have
been expected. The technology embodied in capital goods and in the
most important computer systems is available worldwide. And, at least
57. See Baumol, Blackman,and Wolff (1989) for an analysisof convergence.
58. See Hatsopoulosand Brooks (1986); Bernheimand Shoven (1987); Friendand
Tokutsu(1987); Ando and Auerbach(1990); and McCauleyand Zimmer(1989). For a
countervailingview that the cost of capital is about the same in the United States and
Japan,see Kesterand Luehrman(1992).
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for production workers, it is often argued that skill levels are as high
or higher in Europe and Japan than in the United States.
Most important, however, is the fact that the case studies themselves
have found that gaps in capital intensity or technology do not appear to
be the most important drivers of the productivity gaps. Moreover, in
situations where U . S. companies have used more capital-intensive techniques of production or more advanced technology than other countries,
it was usually because regulation in the other countries prevented the
natural evolution of their industries.
In sum, to the extent that convergence is incomplete, it results from
problems in the competitive and regulatory environments. A catch-up
or convergence is possible, even likely, in the years to come. Indeed,
rapid changes have taken place in some service industries in Europe
and Japan since 1990. But these changes have been driven largely by
changes in the regulatory and competitive environments, rather than by
a sudden change in factor prices or access to technology.
The strongest response to the second objection-the possibility of
random differences-is the case studies of service industries. In four
out of the five service industries examined in the McKinsey study, the
United States had a substantially higher level of labor productivity than
the comparable European or Japanese industry in 1989 or 1990. This
does not look like a pattern that has resulted from a random allocation
of good and bad companies across countries. I see no reason why by
chance so many of the most productive service companies should be of
U.S. origin. In fact we know that this is not the case, because some of
the companies operating productively in the United States originated in
Europe.
I have spelled out the specific features of the competitive environment in the countries that adversely affected productivity. It is no accident that regulatory barriers to improved productivity have been created. The economic theory of regulation suggests that special interests
capture the regulatory process, and surely some of that has been at
work, particularly in protecting the interests of small business.
In addition, high relative productivity can usually only be sustained
by a competitive environment where companies are free to enter and to
fail and to lay off workers and restructure industries. These processes
disrupt individual lives and result in large gains and losses of human,
financial, or physical capital. Many U.S. airlines failed, for example,
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and many workers lost their jobs when the industry was deregulated.
Many small towns and large cities in the United States have seen the
retail base of their central business districts disappear as new retailers
and retail formats have entered in the suburbs. Overall, employment in
retailing and the airlines is probably higher as a result of these structural
changes, because higher productivity lowers prices and increases output, but individual jobs and companies are disrupted, and for many
countries such disruptions are unacceptable. In these countries the political and social decisionmaking process has opted for greater stability
at the micro level-at least, temporary stability-at the price of lower
productivity.

Conclusions
The existence of slack in privately held companies may be important
in practice, and maximizing principles need not be abandoned in order
to embrace this idea. Managers may prefer a comfortable oligopoly to
the relentless pressure of competition and change. And even when there
is no state ownership, governments may be able to pressure companies
to avoid layoffs and thereby encourage slack. The case study of banking
supports the idea that there is slack and that available innovations may
not be adopted without the pressure of competition. The case studies of
airlines and telecommunications point to the double danger of low
competitive intensity and state ownership.
When regulation prevents structural adjustment of an industry, the
productivity price can be very high. The restrictions on Japanese retailing provide a good example of this phenomenon.
The case study of telecommunications suggests that privately owned,
price-regulated monopolies perform better than state-owned monopolies. Full-scale competition for telephone service can be expected to
perform even better.
It is possible that a given productivity gap between the United States
and other industrial countries in service industries could simply reflect
the incomplete working out of the convergence process. I have argued
that the speed and completeness of convergence depends on the economic environment. Incomplete convergence in service industries results from the competitive and regulatory environment. Because of
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political opposition to structural change, policymakers have allowed
established economic interests to avoid change. Oligopolies have been
tolerated or even encouraged in the (alleged) interests of overall economic stability.
This study supports the idea that competition encourages efficiency,
but it also suggests that care must be taken in assessing the extent of
competitive pressure. Monopolies or oligopolies that are sheltered by
regulationare clearly bad for productivity. But industries with many small
firms whose market shares are preserved by regulation are also bad for
productivity. The small firms are unable to take advantage of economies
of scale and lack the resources to innovate. In comparison, a dynamic
oligopoly with many competing firms appears to have advantages.59
Competitive industries evolve in ways that often lead to losses for
existing economic interests. If policy prevents this evolution, it can
inhibit productivity increase and leave an industry's productivity level
well below worldwide best practice.
This study has looked at cross-sectional evidence across countries.
There is also, of course, time series evidence from the effect of deregulation in the United States and econometric studies of the effect of
competition on performance. This is not the place to undertake a detailed analysis of this evidence, but my reading is that although the
evidence does not all point in the same direction, it provides general
support for the view that deregulation and competition encourage efficient production and enhance productivity growth.60 For example, U.S.
railroads doubled labor productivity after deregulation in 1980. British
Airways has rapidly increased its productivity since being privatized
and competing directly with U.S. airlines. And the U.S. auto industry
has been forced to make huge adjustments in response to increased
Japanese competition.
It would be useful in future research to add more of a time-series
dimension to the analysis given here. Perhaps we will be able to recompute our results in a few years and see how the industries have evolved
in response to the changing regulatory and competitive environments,
such as the integrated market in Europe and the liberalization pressures
in Japan.
59. This is not a new idea; see F. M. Scherer(1980) on industrialorganization.
60. See Winston(1993).

Comments
and Discussion
Comment by Robert J. Gordon: Martin Baily's paper on productivity
differences in selected service industries of the United States, Japan,
and several major European countries is innovative and important. ' It
raises interesting questions not just about the four industries that are
studied as a whole, but also about broader issues in productivity research. Let me begin with a broad perspective, then turn to the paper
itself, and, finally, return to the agenda of research puzzles that is
suggested by this paper.
Perspectives on Productivity Research
From an American perspective productivity research has been dominated by time series studies using U.S. data, which can all be regarded
as following up on Solow's seminal 1957 paper. The key contributions
were Kendrick's monumental 1961 book, in which he built on industry
studies developed by Kuznets and others at the National Bureau of
Economic Research in the 1950s to develop industry-level data going
back to 1870, and Denison's growth accounting studies, which introduced systematic adjustments for labor quality and other intangibles.2
1. Baily's paperdistills four of the five case studies in the McKinseystudy, excluding restaurants,andit also excludes the McKinseyoverview of cross-countryproductivity comparisonsin aggregatedata. Baily also addshis own interpretations,going beyond
theMcKinseyreport.In calling the paperinnovativeandimportant,I referto the project
as a whole, and in this and furthercommentsbelow, I make only scatteredattemptsto
distinguishwhich interpretationsare those of the McKinsey authors(where Baily was
one of a team) and which are those of Baily himself. Accordingly, I often refer to the
McKinsey-Bailystudy.
2. Solow (1957); Kendrick(1961); Denison (1962, 1985).
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A skeptical view would point out that this line of research has left us
roughly where we began-just as Solow attributed relatively little of
aggregate growth in labor productivity to capital accumulation and most
to mysterious "residual," so Denison in his last published book on
growth accounting attributed most of the post-1973 U.S. productivity
slowdown to the residual.3
The main tension in U.S. time series research has been between
Denison and Jorgenson's research, including the latter's collaboration
with Griliches in the 1960s.4 Jorgenson went well beyond Solow in
anchoring his research in the formal economic theory of production,
and (especially in his papers with Griliches) he scored many points of
lasting value, particularly in the weighting of structures and equipment
by user cost measures and in the use of near-ideal index numbers such
as the Divisia to replace the flawed official data that use a single base
year. The effect of Jorgenson's research has always been to increase
the share of labor productivity growth attributable to capital accumulation and reduce that attributable to the residual.
Even though the research on the causes of the productivity slowdown
is inconclusive, a few interesting negative conclusions have emerged.
The most important is that capital accumulation is not the answer.
Jorgenson's research upgrading the importance of capital accumulation
relative to the residual and the related research of De Long and Summers
in positing supernormal returns to equipment investment not only provide no help in understanding the puzzle, but actually deepen the puzzle.5 Because investment in equipment has grown so fast in the United
States during the last three decades, the higher the weight attached to
equipment (as Jorgenson or De Long and Summers would have it), the
greater the slowdown in multifactor productivity (MFP) growth in the
American economy.
In the past decade, spurred by the new growth theories of Paul Romer
and followers, the big topic in productivity research worldwide has
shifted to the issue of convergence.6 A striking similarity between the
Baily and the van Ark-Pilat papers is that almost all of the results are
3. Denison (1985).
4. See, for example, Jorgensonand Griliches (1967) and the critiqueof theirpaper
by Denison (1972).
5. De Long and Summers(1991).
6. Romer(1987).
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presented as ratios of performance in some country to that in the United
States. Even though these papers often generate interesting new data,
not a single table presents growth rates of productivity in the United
States. This appears to be an unfortunate side effect of the new growth
economics, diverting attention from the growth rate of the frontier
country to the rate of convergence to the frontier. But the standard of
living of the world's population depends on both, not just one or the
other. Surely, a scenario with a growth rate of 3 percent in the United
States and 5 percent in Europe and Japan is preferable to an alternative
scenario with respective rates of 0 and 2. Yet these two regimes will
be considered indistinguishable in the presentation of these two papers.
And so I am not convinced by the argument at the beginning of the
Baily paper that the key issue is to understand differences across countries in productivity levels.
The focus on levels leads to a more substantive problem: both papers
leave the impression that the United States is doing well. This is especially true in the Baily paper, which paints a rosy scenario of an America with a virtually impregnable advantage over Europe and Japan, both
enmeshed in giant cobwebs of regulation and other impediments to
competition. Such optimism is somewhat startling to one accustomed
to lamenting the slow growth rate of U.S. productivity. Accordingly, I
begin by throwing some cold water on the optimists, in the form of the
growth rates in table 1. It is hard to be cheerful. In the top section the
1973-90 growth rate of U.S. average labor productivity (ALP) for the
aggregate economy is only 63 percent of Britain's ALP and less than
half, 46 percent, that of France's.7 The bottom two sections of the
table refer only to the manufacturing sector and provide growth rates
of ALP and MFP, based on the data that van Ark and Pilat use to
compute their productivity levels.8 For comparability with the other
countries, the second column recalculates the U.S. growth rates by
omitting the effect of the hedonic price index for computers, because
other countries do not use this method for deflating computer output
7. This poor performancecomes despite my upwardrevision of the official U.S.
datato correctfor the bias intrinsicin using a fixed 1987 base year for outputmeasurement. See the notes to table 1.
8. I am very gratefulto Bart van Ark for providingall the data in the bottomtwo
sectionsof table 1; they areconsistentwith the productivityratiospresentedin his paper
in this volume.
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Table 1. Annual Growth Rates of Productivity Measures, Total Economy and
Manufacturing, 1950-90

Productivity
measure

United
States

United
States
without
computer
deflator

Germany

United
Kingdom

Japan

France

6.8
3.0

4.3
2.6

5.9
2.1

3.0
1.9

Aggregate ALP
1950-73
1973-90

2.8
1.2

ManufacturingALP
1950-73
1973-90

2.78
2.27

2.78
1.87

9.38
5.07

5.94
3.80

6.03
2.72

4.20
3.67

ManufacturingMFP
1950-73
1973-90

2.18
1.46

2.23
1.07

5.47
2.44

4.37

4.55
1.78

3.03
2.35a

...
...

2.27a

Source:Aggregate average labor productivity (ALP) for the United States comes from the Economic Report of the President
(1991, table B-46, p. 338; 1993, table B-44, p. 398). The 1973-90 growth rate is raised from an official figure of 1.0 to
1.2 to correct for 1987 base-year bias; see Young (1992, table A, p. 36), where 0.2 is the weighted average of the growth
ratesshown in column 5 for the period 1973-90. For other countries the 1950-73 rates are derived from output, employment,
and hours per employee data taken from Maddison (1989, tables B-3, C-7, C-8); the 1973-90 rates are from Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development, OECD Economic Outlook 52 (December 1992: table 55, p. 151), where the
growth rates shown for France and the United Kingdom refer to 1973-91.
Average labor productivity for manufacturing in the United States comes from the van Ark-Pilat paper in this volume
(see data appendix). The computer adjustment is calculated by computing the real output of nonelectrical machinery using
the implicit deflator for durable manufacturing. For other countries, average labor productivity growth rates were provided
by van Ark, to be published in van Ark (forthcoming).
Multifactorproductivity (MFP) growth rates were provided by van Ark, to be published in van Ark (forthcoming), with
capital input for Germany, Japan, and the United States coming from the data appendix in the van Ark-Pilat paper and the
share of labor compensation coming from the notes to table 7 of that paper.

(specifically, it substitutes the price deflator of durable manufactures
for the price deflator of the subindustry that manufactures computers).9
In the bottom line adjusted U.S. manufacturing MFP growth for 197390 is less than half of that in Japan, France, and Britain.
Could some sort of inconsistency in the data reconcile the rosy view
of the United States based on the ratio comparisons in the Baily and
van Ark-Pilat papers with the dismal story told by the growth rates of
table 1? A search for possible inconsistencies motivates table 2, which
assembles all the data in both the Baily and van Ark-Pilat papers so
that problems might be discerned. The top line is from the first chapter
9. I am not suggesting that the U.S. hedonic price index for computersis inappropriate,only thatit is easier to calculateconsistentlymeasuredcross-countryproductivity
growth indexes by omitting the effect of the U. S. computerprice index instead of
guessing what would have happened if other countries had compiled hedonic price
indexes for computersover the same period. A comparisonof computerdeflatorsfor
twelve industrializednationsis containedin Wyckoff (1993, table 1).
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Table2. Levelsof ProductivityMeasures Relativeto United States, Selected Years
Percent
France

Japan

Productivity
measure

1973 1989

Market economy
McKinsey ALPa

...

Germany

United
Kingdom

1973 1989

1973 1989 1973 1989

1973

1989

49.0

...

93.5

...

86.0

...

70.3

...

68.7

...

Europe

75.5

...

...

82.0 79.7 83.8 52.4 61.9
76.8 81.5 83.3 52.9 66.8

...
...

...
...

...

...

68.1

...

...

.

...

...

...

75c

90

Backwardextrapolation
using table 1

37.4

Manufacturing
(vanArk-Pilatdata)
Valueadded/hour
49.2 73.9 62.7
MFPunadjusted
63.7 81.0 66.8
MFPwitheducation
adjustedc

MFPaddingstructural
adjustmentb,c
MFPaddingsize
adjustmentbc

64.0.

...

82.4

...

75.0

...

84.2

...

84.6

...

...

...

78.7

...

96.3

...

...

...

...

...

-7.8

...

-7.8

...

-7.8

...

...

...

69.1

69.2

Adjustment
to any
1973ratioto omit
impactof U.S.
computer deflatord

-7.8

...

Services

(McKinseyexhibits)
Airlines,kilometersper
employee (2A-4)

...

...

...

Airlinesfunctional
...

(2A-7)

Banking(2B-10)
Restaurants
(2C-6)
RetailALP(2D-3)
RetailMFP(2D-5)
Telecommunications
ALP(2E-9)
Telecommunications
MFP(2E-11)

...

...

...
44
55

...
...
..
...

...
104
69
71

...

97

...

101

...

77

...

62

...

...

...

...

...

...

72

...
...
...
...

68
92
96
97

...
...
...
...

64
...
82
86

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

81

...

58

...

...

52

...

54

...

...

...

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1992); van Ark-Pilat data this volume.
a. McKinsey exhibit 1-7. Refers to 1988; uses average of 1985 and 1990 PPP benchmarks.
b. Ignores interaction effects. Adjustment for size and structure is based on employment weights.
c. Takes effect of adjustment for 1987 and adds it to unadjusted 1989 MFP. Adjustment for Japan is based on the
comparisonof general education levels. Other countries are based on vocational education levels.
d. Cumulatesexponential growth rate of difference between adjusted and unadjusted U.S. manufacturingoutput growth,
see table 1.
e. Data for 1977.
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in the McKinsey study (not included in Baily's paper), displaying ratios
of ALP in the four countries to the United States. Using table 1, one
can extrapolate backward to 1973 and ask how much these countries
have caught up. If France and the United States have maintained the
1973-90 growth rates since 1989, then France will achieve parity next
year, in 1994. Germany will arrive in 2005, but convergence for Japan
and the United Kingdom is nowhere in sight.
The next section of table 2 summarizes the manufacturing ratios from
the van Ark-Pilat paper. 10 The most striking result is that the fifth line
for Japan, shows a ratio in 1989 of 96.3, indicating virtual catch-up to
the United States in manufacturing despite the much lower ratio of 49.0
for the entire Japanese economy. Catch-up is ten or more years away
for the other three nations.
But there is a basic inconsistency in these numbers. The logic of
weighted averages would suggest that if France and Germany are close
to convergence in the aggregate economy but still well behind in manufacturing, then they must be at or above U.S. levels in nonmanufacturing. Yet this implicit conclusion is not supported by the bilateral
productivity ratios created by the McKinsey report. The French are way
behind in retail, and the Germans in banking and telecommunications.
For Japan the problem is that the aggregate economy is so far below
manufacturing that the implied ratio for nonmanufacturing must be
around 30 percent, yet all the McKinsey numbers for Japan are well
above this. If McKinsey is right, then ratios for the aggregate economy
based on purchasing power parity (PPP) must overstate French and
German output and understate that of Japan. Alternatively, if the
PPP ratios are correct, then something is wrong with the McKinsey
approach.
This is my first criticism of the McKinsey approach reported in
Baily's paper. By stressing the case study method, the McKinsey team
leaves the reader in the dark about the links with the aggregate evidence
based on PPPs. Is the problem with the sectors that they do not cover,
including construction, utilities, wholesale trade, and so on? Would it
10. The last line of the middle section indicatesthat any ratiorelativeto the United
States for 1973 implied by the van Ark-Pilat data must be reducedby 7.8 percentto
take accountof the overstatementof U.S. manufacturingproductivitygrowthresulting
fromthe inconsistencythat the United States has used a hedonic price index for computingequipmentbut that the othercountrieshave not.
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not be possible to take PPPs for individual industries they cover and
compute implied convergence ratios for comparison purposes? I am
disappointed that the Baily paper does not move in the direction of
filling in these holes left by the McKinsey report.
Methodology: The Need for a Two-Sided Approach
The Baily paper has two parts, an initial section that provides a
detailed institutional description of regulations and other restrictions on
competition for selected countries in four industries that account for
about 13 percent of U.S. private, nonfarm, nonmanufacturing gross
domestic product. A second part summarizes McKinsey's findings on
productivity ratios relative to the United States for selected countries
in these industries. Before continuing, let me make clear that I consider
the McKinsey report to be a pathbreaking document, full of unique data
and insightful observations. Yet it is not above criticism, and Baily's
particular distillation of evidence from the report helps us to focus on
some of the questions raised by its analytical approach.
The methodology laid out in the paper has three basic problems. First
is the one-sided style of story-telling, in which all of the productivity
problems are deeply inbred in other countries but not in the United
States. Second is the inadequate connection between the institutional
description and the development of the data on productivity ratios.
Third are problems in the way in which the functional productivity
comparisons are carried out.
To illustrate the first problem, the one-sided style, consider an alternative two-sided approach. In addition to describing the impediments
to productivity in Europe, one could have developed a parallel institutional description of impediments to high productivity in the United
States. That description could start with violent, gun-infested schools
that inhibit mental concentration, low test scores in math and science,
and large expenditures on security guards required by America's crimeridden society. It could turn next to the role of legal and illegal immigration in sending waves of unskilled workers to the United States,
lowering wages for unskilled workers and fostering such productivityreducing practices as baggers at supermarkets and busboys in restaurants. It could go on to excess litigation, malpractice insurance, adversarial labor-management relations, and union intransigence on work
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rules and then conclude with insufficient and misguided regulation that
fostered chaos in banking and financial intermediaries in the 1980s.
Having supplemented Baily's description of impediments to high
productivity in Europe and Japan with a description of impediments in
the United States, one could then turn to the evidence, where sixteen
of the twenty-three McKinsey foreign-U. S. ratios in the bottom section
of table 2 are below 90 percent. Does this imply that my list is wrong
and Baily's is right? Or that mine is one-third right and his two-thirds
right and that a weighted average of them should be taken? The methodology does not even consider these troubling questions, much less
provide a road map to an answer.
The second problem, the lack of connection between the institutional
description and the productivity ratios, is not inherent in the report
itself but rather in the way Baily has proceeded. For instance, the report
presents the case studies developing the productivity ratios first and
then turns to examining possible explanations, which generally are
broader than the competitive issues that Baily chooses to emphasize.
The "synthesis chart" in the McKinsey report stresses as "important"
several factors that go beyond competition, concentration, and government ownership (the factors stressed by Baily's paper)-namely, demand factors, management behavior, and organization of labor. Baily's
list of impediments to competition in Europe and Japan is hair-raising,
but why are U.S. restrictions on interstate banking not equally debilitating-they are briefly introduced and then dismissed as unimportant
because the banking productivity ratios in Germany and the United
Kingdom are so low. Why do U.S. impediments to competition matter
less than German or British impediments to competition?
The Functional Productivity Approach as Applied to Airlines
The formal problem is to estimate cost functions and include as
explanatory variables everything that matters for cost, including factor
prices, and in the specific airline example, such structural variables as
length of haul, length of hop, type of aircraft, number of pilots required
for cockpits, and whether the flight is domestic or international. When
those estimates are completed, there will be residuals, and if a panel
data set exists, airline effects (that is, the coefficient on an airline
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dummy)can be estimated. If enough internationaldata is available,
countryeffects can be estimated. Once the ultimateresidualsareturned
up, a debatecan ensue on whetherthey representregulation,managerial
efficiency, or somethingelse.
As it happens,my undergraduatethesis was a functionalcost analysis
of the U.S. airline industry in 1961.11 Like McKinsey I divided cost
into functional categories and tried crudely to control for the main
determinantsof cost by plotting costs for a given categoryagainstsuch
controlvariablesas length of hop (for aircraftoperatingcosts) or size
andtype of airport(for costs of aircraftservicing). Even then, I found
thatthe lattertypes of costs were higher at large airportsthan at small
airports(whetheror not the large airportswere hubs). In much more
sophisticatedwork, Caves and collaboratorsand Sickles have carried
out this exercise properly, using modernproductiontheory and statistical methods.12
In contrastwith either my childhoodeffort or the sophisticatedmodern studies, the McKinsey ratios have no controls at all. Let us focus
on a couple of the missing controls that are importantfor comparisons
of the United States with Europe but that have nothing to do with
governmentownership or competition, the main themes of the Baily
paper. Consider first the issue of internationalborders and language
differences.Internationalflightsneed morepeople to examinepassports
and weigh baggage at check-in, for security checks, and to handle
passengersbecause of physical divisions within airportsthat inhibit
cross utilization of personnel. Until Europeanairportsare rebuilt to
makeall intra-Europeflights and domestic flights arriveat a common
set of gates and baggage claim areas, Europewill still have a productivity disadvantage,even if airlines are deregulated.
Then, take language. On a visit in 1990 I found that Lufthansahad
two people working in a ticket office in Florence, Italy, servicing one
flighta day. Not surprisingly,Baily's papershows thatEurope'sworst
functionalproductivityratio is in "ticket and sales personnel." Why
doesn'tUnited Airlines, which serves places such as Burlington,Vermont, and Billings, Montana, with two or three flights a day, have a
11. Gordon(1965).

12. Caves and others (1987); Sickles (1985).
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ticketsales office in those cities? Partly, it is because people can simply
showup at domestic airportsandget on a flight if thereis room, whereas
ticket changes on internationalflights require stickers and endorsements. But most of the difference must be due to language. German
travelersin far-off Florence want the security blanket of a Lufthansa
officerwherethey can speak Germanif they want to change theirplans
or reconfirmtheir reservations.U.S. airlines do all this with monolingual, continent-wide,toll-free numbers.
The Treatment of Airlines

The principle of comparativeadvantage suggests that I forgo any
commentsabout the McKinsey-Baily treatmentof the other industries
andconcentrateon other issues raised by their discussion of the airline
industry.The red flag is raised immediately with the statementabout
the "hub and spoke system that the U.S. industryhas developed since
it was deregulated." Wrong.
By the late 1960s airportsin Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, and other
places had very large hubs, but they were missing spokes (because of
route regulations that prohibited airlines from flying where they
wanted),just like someone who has a fist fight and emerges with a lot
of teetn missing. The similarityis most notablein Atlanta, whereDelta
and now-defunctEasternAirlines together had some five hundreddeparturesa day in 1978 before deregulation;survivorDelta in 1993 had
roughlythe same five hundreddeparturesa day, and now they fill in all
the spokes that were missing in each carrier's 1978 network. Before
deregulationthe favoritejoke of southerners,at least until it became a
cliche, was that "when a southernerdies and goes to heaven, he has to
changeplanes in Atlanta." One might add that because of the missing
spokes, he or she also often had to change airlines, an inconvenience
thatderegulationhas largely eliminated. So the first effect of deregulation was to fill in the spokes and virtually eliminate intercarrier
connections.
The second effect was to allow the creation of medium-size hubs,
someof which-including Charlotte,Houston,Newark,Phoenix, Pittsburgh,and Salt Lake City-are now as big as the originalhubs formed
before deregulation.Literally thousandsof daily nonstop flights have
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beencreatedfor lucky residentswithinreachof these andotherairports.
This explains why the city fathers of medium hubs such as RaleighDurhamand Nashville are so desperateto forestall the threatenedclosureof their hubs by AmericanAirlines.
The most widely repeatedmisconception about airline deregulation
is thatnonstopflights were replacedby connectionsthatforced passengers to troop through hubs on their way to spokes. Remarkablyfew
direct flights were eliminated, and their number is swamped by the
largenumberof new nonstop flights from old hubs, where the missing
spokes were filled in, and, more important,from the new hubs.'3
The Baily analysis of bilateralinternationalroute rights implies that
somehow there is a logical link between these route rights and the
apparentabsence of hub and spoke within Europe. Yet Europeanairlines are in a much betterposition to develop hub and spoke thanU.S.
airlineswere to develop Chicago and Atlantabefore 1978, because the
Europeanscontrol 100 percentof the bilateralrouterights to their own
hometown-London, Amsterdam,Frankfurt,or wherever.Thereis no
regulatoryreason for spokes to be missing, unlike the United States
beforederegulation.In fact, for decades KLMhas run a hub and spoke
operationin Amsterdam,constantlystressing in its advertisementsthat
it provides the fastest flights from northernEngland and provincial
Germanyto intercontinentaldestinations.
To understandwhy more Europeanairlines do not run their home
airportsas U.S. airlines do, or as KLM runs Amsterdam,one should
look not to governmentregulationper se, but to capital costs, because
bunchingflights is much more capital-intensive than spreadingthem
out. The basic reason why LondonHeathrow(featuredin Baily's figure
4B) and Frankfurthave spread-outflight patternsis that they are constrainedby lack of land, gates, and runways, and so the airlines are
forced by tight slot controls to spread out their departures.In other
Europeanairports,not covered in Baily's charts, much more bunching
occurs than in Heathrow or Frankfurt. Symmetrically, if Baily had
13. Most of the top five hundreddomestic marketseither had nonstop service in
both 1978and 1989 or did not have it in both of those years. Wheretherewas a change,
marketsaddingnonstopservice outnumberedthose losing nonstopservice by a margin
of sixty-oneto seventeen. A complete census of routes shows an even more lopsided
increasein nonstopservice. See Gordon(1992, tables 10.7, 10.8, pp. 389-91).
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contrastedHeathrow, the largest Europeanairport, with O'Hare, the
largestU.S. airportand also equally slot-constrained,he would have
foundChicago's arrivalsand departuresas spreadout as London's.'4
The basic reason for bunching in medium-size U.S. hubs, such as
Minneapolis(see Baily's figure 4A), is simply geography, which has
surely remained unaffected by deregulation. Before or after 1978,
planes that take off from the East Coast early in the morning are all
going to arriveat a mid-continenthub at about the same time in midmorning. Similarly, eastbound planes from the West Coast will all
arriveat the hub aroundnoon, as shown in figure 4A.
The true reasons for productivitydifferences among airlines can be
foundnot by asking why some Europeanairlines are not as productive
as some U.S airlines, which is doubtless true, but by asking why most
U.S. airlinesare not as productiveas SouthwestAirlines (SWA). This
airlinehas most large U.S. airlinesscaredto death, butthey areunlikely
to imitateSWA for two reasons. First, unions at most big carrierswill
not allow the flexible work rules that help SWA thrive, and, second,
consumerswill not stand for universal applicationof the rigid SWA
productionsystem, which achieves fifteen-minuteturnaroundsandhigh
utilizationof labor and capital, but only by prohibitingany transferof
luggage, even among its own flights. That may be fine for short hops,

butnot for grandma,who now has fifteen to twenty daily opportunities
to fly via hub connection from Tucson to Charlotteor from Tampato
Oakland,each from an airline willing to transferher baggage at a hub.
In short, SWA offers a different quality product from large U.S.
airlines. Nothing in the McKinsey-Baily analysis indicates that their
functionalproductivityratios have been purged of analogous quality
differencesbetweenEuropeanandU.S. airlines, includingnot only that
reassuringLufthansaticket agent in Florence, but also the smoked fish
plattersserved in economy class on 500-mile Europeanflights in contrastto an empty tray in the United States. If qualitydifferencesare the
key difference among airlines, then deregulationis not going to cause
productivityin Europeto converge any more than fifteen years of U.S.
14. O'Hare's 1,200 daily departuresare spreadevenly at abouteighty an hourfrom
6:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M., about double the hourly rate at Heathrow, shown in Baily's
figure4.
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deregulationhas createdconvergencebetween the costs and productivity of SouthwestAirlines and AmericanAirlines.
Questions Raised for Further Research

Spacepreventscommentson the other industriestreatedin the Baily
paper. The right way to conclude is to ask questions about the McKinsey-Baily project that might provide an invitation for future research.Specifically, how can the imminentconvergenceof Franceand
Germanywith the United States, implied by the aggregatePPP data,
be reconciledwith the implicationof the McKinsey-Bailyanalysis that
convergenceis still a long way away?
Several, moregeneralquestionsare raisedby these studies. How can
broad-basedtax incentives for investmentbe justified when the aggregate dataprovide no supportfor the view that slow capital growthhas
causedthe productivityslowdown or thatcapitalinadequacyhas played
anyrole in the low Europeanproductivityratiosrevealedby McKinseyBaily? How can public supportfor education and trainingbe justified
whenthese detailed case studies deny that laborquality plays any role
at all? How is public investment in higher educationjustified in view
of widespreadreports that recent U.S. college graduates are either
unemployedor underemployedat jobs that do not require a college
education?
One way to start is to recognize that trade-offs between the benefit
of regulationsto producersand unions on the one hand and the benefit
of deregulationto consumers on the other are handled differently by
differentcountries. The countries, notablyJapan,make differentpoliticaljudgments.Economists at least can agreethatthey are not correctly
measuring the benefits to consumer welfare or consumer friendly
systems.
Finally, if the McKinsey reportis saying thatthe ultimatedifference
betweencountriesis in the organizationof productionby management
(a pointdeemphasizedby Baily), wheredoes the view thatmanagement
really mattersfit in the economic analysis of production?Motorola,
Intel, and Microsoft go up while IBM goes down. Chryslerand Ford
go up while GM sinks. Japaneseauto firmscome to Ohio andKentucky
and produceautomobiles, using supposedly undereducatedAmerican
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workers,and achieve a higher quality and productivitylevel thanU.S.
firmshad earlier achieved with workersof the same objective characteristics.
Despite the implication of this paper, the Japanesedo some things
rightand seem almost to have converged with the United States in the
manufacturingsector. But the question why seems to reach far beyond
the currentagenda of productivity research. Sometimes I conclude,
facetiously, that Japanese manufacturingdoes so well because Japan
hasno world-classbusiness schools-that is just a tauntto help reorient
the productivityresearchagenda.

Comment by Timothy F. Bresnahan: I will begin with an old joke.
An economist comes to Washingtonand attends a policy meeting for
the firsttime. After long anddetaileddiscussions, the lawyersask about
the economics of the issues. The answer: "Competitionis good." But
the lawyerswantto know exactly how this applies to the specific policy
issues under discussion. The economist: "Here, competition is very
good."
This has been an area in which economics as a discipline has sometimes been weak. Our staying power in specific policy discussions is
sometimesundercutby a tendency to use powerful general arguments
wherespecific local ones would be more convincing.
I want to startoff with an accolade for MartinBaily and McKinsey
for tryingto have a little more staying power. They know the details of
the industriesabout which they are writing, particularlythe limits on
competitionin those industries, when they argue that "competition is
good." They have obviously done a tremendousamountof hardwork.
Nonetheless, I wantto arguethatthis is really two quite separateand
distinctpapers. One of them is about internationalproductivitycomparisonsin services. The other is about the wisdom of regulation.The
interestingtables in the paper mostly go with the first paper, and Bob
Gordon'sdiscussion focuses mostly on it. I will concentratemostly on
the second, regulatory,paper.
Let me start by unpacking,just a little bit more, Baily's theory of
whylimitson competitionmighthurtproductivity.Thattheoryis rooted
in a view of industriesin general and service industriesin particular,
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which I share.' Industriesare characterizedby a great deal of heterogeneity across different firms in their organizationalcapability to deliverwhatpeople want. Limits on the geographicalscope of competition
meanthat customersare not served by firms near the top of the distributionof talent overall but ratherby the best local firms. Many customersare, therefore, badly served.
If there are scale economies-and economists continue to suspect
thatmanyof the service industriesanalyzedhere have unexploitedscale
economies-then limits on the geographic scope of competition also
preventoperationsat efficient scale.
So geographiclimits on competitionmean that the typical customer
is served by an inefficiently small firm and not by the best available
firm.Baily observes that these restrictionswill lead to low productivity
levels andpossibly even to low rates of productivitygrowth. This links
this particulartheory of the bad effects of regulation and the good
effects of competition somewhat more directly to the traditionalmacroeconomicsof growth than do other, more familiar argumentsabout
regulationand competition. Baily proposesto investigatethe impactof
geographiclimitationson competitionarisingfrom internationaldifferences in regulationsprimarilythroughexamining internationaldifferences in productivitylevels.
In focusing on this single observableoutcome, Baily's methodpicks
up both its strengthsand its weaknesses, for these regulatorylimits on
competitiondo many other things besides. The implicit political economy of the paper is that regulators are engaged in transfersto local
sellers by whom they are captured. If we grantregulatorssome other
purposes,the limitationson competition(and the hit to productivity,if
any) will be seen as an unhappyside effect.
I agree with Baily that this is a potentially importantoutcome of
limitationson competition, whethercaused by regulationor not. I am
concerned,however, with the effectiveness of a researchstrategyfor
regulatoryassessment based primarily on looking at productivity. It
seems to be too far from the goals of the regulators,unless we assume
thatthose goals are purely a transferto sellers-in which case we can
opposethe regulationwithout botheringto do the empiricalwork.
1. Bertin,Bresnahan,and Raff (1992).
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Let me make that case in somewhat more detail in connection with
telecommunicationsin the United States and Japan.I intendto paint a
verydifferentpictureof telecommunicationsregulationin the two countries than that offered by the conclusions of this paper, building both
on the paper'sanalysisandon previousanalyses,notablyby RogerNoll.2
Why aretelecommunicationsregulatedin large countries?Typically
there are a variety of reasons. One is to finance the scale economies
thathave been thoughtto go with telecommunicationssystems andthat
are still thoughtto go with local telecommunications.A second goal is
to financetechnical progress in telecommunications,a dynamic scale
economy. Clearly, either of these regulatorygoals involves raising the
generallevel of telecommunicationsprices.
A differentregulatorygoal has been redistributionof rents. Distributioncomes into play early and often in telecommunicationsregulation. Through1984 basically all of the governmentsof the UnitedStates
and, afterwardsall but the federal governmenthave worked over the
telecommunicationssystem to try to achieve a set of transfersof rents
fromsome classes of customersto others.
In particular,the U.S. system has been characterizedby high prices
for business services. The distributionalgoals have included not only
transfersto residential customers as a class but also specific attempts
to transferto marginalcustomers such as rural residences. Universal
connectedness has been part of the argument for this distributional
scheme. This is a familiar if not entirely uncontroversialstory.
MartinBaily's paper tells a very different story of how Japanese
telecommunicationsregulationsvary. Does Japango to elaborateregulatorylengthsto tax business in orderto subsidizeresidentialtelecommunicationscustomers?You bet not. Exactly the reverse. In Japanwe
see, absolutelycharacteristicof the way political economy in thatcountry often works, attemptsto tax the consumer's use of telecommunicationsto subsidize business use.
What is the effect of this regulatory difference? It leads me to a
differentexplanationof why "functional productivity"is different in
the two countries. This business has increasingreturnsto scale, even
at the national level, if the margin on which the scale is increased is
the numberof people who have phones and the frequencywith which
2. See, for example, Noll and Rosenbluth(forthcoming).
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they phone. That broad access and those cheap residentialcalls in the
UnitedStateslead to many calls and manytelephonelines, thatis, they
lead to high Q and low AC, high measuredproductivity.In Japan,it is
just the reverse.
Thatis my firstpoint. Thereis a relationshiphere betweenregulatory
differences and productivity, but it is unlikely that it comes from a
univalent"more competitive" regulatory stance in one country than
the other. Telecommunications,like many service industries,is a multiproductindustry.Often distributionalregulatorygoals involve tilting
amongthe differentproductsof the industry. The other goals of regulationmay affect productivitymeasuresin a first-orderway, obscuring
the effect throughblocking efficient competition.
I tookup telecommunicationsfirstbecause it would let me makeeach
of my two main points. The otheris to ask whetherproductivityis what
shouldbe measuredto determinewhetherthe regulatoryregime makes
economicsense.
Productivityis aboutthe productionside of the economy:here, making lines, making telephone services. That is not the only question to
be asked if one is trying to understandefficient telecommunications
regulation.If one believes that there are static or dynamic increasing
returnsin telecommunication,the question to be asked is the Ramsey
pricingquestion-one nation's regulatoryregimeputs the high margins
on one set of products,the other on another.Which is wiser? That is a
questionaboutthe elasticities of demand, not aboutproductivity.
Hoping not to sound like a defender of AT&T, let me point out
furtherthat this has been a very technically progressive sector. You
don't have to invent the transistormany times to pay for a lot of static
welfaretriangles.
Becauseof my relentless parochialism,I am ignorantof the facts in
Japan.But I would be shocked to learn that MITI has not forced NTT
to put a great deal of money into various general purposetechnology
initiatives,the fifth generationcomputer, and all that. I'd be shocked
to learnthat (if NTT is not vertically integratedbackwardinto equipment)that NTT buys telecommunicationsequipmentat anythinglike
marginalcost. In short, I'd bet a lot that high telephoneprices in Japan
arebeingsystematicallyused for mercantilistsubsidyof technicalprogress in electronics.
Just as the transistorwas only invented once, the sample size for
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assessingthose mercantilisttechnology bets in Japanwill be small. The
recentones were probablybad bets ex post for the Japanese.It turned
out to be consumerelectronics that paid off for them big time. Nonetheless, the questionaboutthe relationshipbetweenregulationas a form
of subsidyto technology-intensiveindustryand the growth of productivity in the whole economy is an interesting one in connection with
telecommunications.Again, it is essentially unrelatedto the measurementof productivityin the industryitself.
Let me underlinethis generalpoint by makingit aboutairlines. Baily
threatens,at the end of his paper, to turn from cross-section work to
time-serieswork. One industry in which there has alreadybeen time
series work on productivityand regulationis airlines. I am referringto
Bob Gordon's work, which finds essentially that deregulationhad no
effect on productivity. Yet that was a piece of deregulationthat had
huge effects on all kinds of economically importantvariables. Price
comes to mind. Although debate continues over how big the social
gains were, they were not productivitygains.
I agreecompletely that most regulationsimposing geographicallimitationson competition have bad effects. The point is, there are other
places to standto assess the wisdom of those regulations, and productivity is not at all the obvious place to stand.
Let me turnto retail trade. This is one place that I want to get down
into the details and worry about this paper's measurementmethod.
BeforeI do, let me observe that in the service sectors only so muchcan
be done to measureproductivitycorrectly. Productquality issues and
localization are so critical that it is hard to do a very good job. This
paperworks very hard, perhaps about as hard as currenttools allow,
on the measurementissues.
That said, I believe that there is considerabledanger of confusing
pricewith qualityin using, as this paperdoes, value addedas a measure
of retail output. Retailers who have marketpower or valuable market
niches will be markingup their productsa great deal. That would be
countedas real output in the frameworkof this paper. Considerautomobile dealers. Using this paper's framework,they would be considered spectacularlyproductive, but I believe that it is all local market
power. With that one caveat, I am done with methodology.
Let me now take up a few other points about the effectiveness and
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appropriatenessof productivityas a welfare measurein thinkingabout
the extent of competition in these industries.
In retail trade scale economies at the local level can be quite substantial.These imply that all retail tradetends to tip between two very
differentsystems of distribution.One is of small, higher-servicestores
spacedclose together. The other is of larger, low-service stores spaced
fartherapart. In this paper, these two equilibria show up as low productivityandhigh productivity,respectively. Yet VictorFuchs, writing
thirtyyearsago aboutthe supermarket,notedthatthe productivitygains
come, quite literally, from puttingthe customerto work.3
It is too soon to say that the replacementof one form of retail trade
withanotherin the United States was an unmixedblessing. It happened
manyyears ago in food distribution.Small stores to which most people
walked were replaced with larger ones to which most people drove.
Andthis technologyof retailtradehas diffused slowly acrossthe sector,
with Toys 'R' Us changing one category nearly forty years ago and
Home Depot changing another more recently. Do we captureall the
costs and benefits of these changes-which have not yet occurredin
mostotherrich economies-by just looking at productivityin the store
itself?
Thereare systematicchanges in the amountof effort retailtradeasks
of the customer. As the stores get bigger, cheaper, and fartherapart,
the customershave to work harderboth to get to the stores and as they
shop. This is probablynot a reason to conclude that the United States
has a worse retail trade sector than other countries. But it is a good
reasonto rememberthat productivityis not welfare. If regulatoryor
policy conclusions are going to be made from an analysis, I would be
in favor of putting both the costs and benefits of the policy in quantitativeterms.
Economics is often accused of being the unthinkinginstrumentof
the politicalright. Economists are very good at quantifyingthe benefits
of competition-productivity, efficiencies, and so forth-but tend, as
this paperdoes, to leave the costs in terms of quality or whatever in
vague, qualitativeterms. Thus, economists offer hard facts and data
aboutthe things the political right cares about, andthen "Gee, it is just
3. Fuchs (1968).
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too hardto quantify" all the things the political left thinks are decisive
on the issues.
Let me extrapolatefrom these two industryexamples to why I think
that the two papers inside this one, the one on industryproductivity
comparison,andthe otheron competitionandregulatorypolicy, appear
to me so unrelated.The analysis startsfrom a true statement:anything
policy can do to make living standardsgrow an extra half percent a
yearfasterwill swampa greatmany static welfaretriangles.It was only
a small mistake to get from that observation to "only productivity
matters," and then only another small mistake to get to "we should
measureproductivityto decide how well economies are doing" in service industries.These two small logical mistakes, takentogether,come
to a big gap, it seems to me, between the question at hand about
regulatorypolicy's effect on competitionand the answeroffered in the
tables.
But that said, let me also say that the opening of the question about
the long-runeffects of competition within industriesis a valuable accomplishmentfor MartinBaily. It might be true that competitiveinstitutionshave a first-ordereffect throughthe selection mechanism.They
mightthereforecontributeto long-rungrowththroughnew goods, new
firms, and new forms of firm organization.The flexibility competitive
institutionsallow in moving to new forms may well turn out to be an
importantpartof the long-runstory.
General Discussion: Several participantsproposedadditionalresearch
to test the author'shypothesis on the negative effects of regulationon
productivity.Noting that three of the four U.S. industriesexaminedin
the paperhad been more extensively regulatedin the recent past than
theyarenow, GeorgeBorts suggestedcomparingthe productivitylevels
of these industriesat the time they were regulated.MichaelKatz argued
that different regulations are concerned with very different matters,
suchas collective bargainingrights, pricing, employment,and government procurement.He said that the author needs to disentangle the
effects of these different types of regulations. Noting that regulatory
treatmentis likely to vary within an industrybased on submarketssuchas cellularcommunications,local exchange services, andnetwork
services in telecommunications-he suggested that cross-sectional
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workwithin industriesin a given country may be one way to do this.
Katzalso suggested doing time series work on the effects of deregulation by looking at either the U.S. or British telecommunicationsindustry. HenryErgas suggested looking at deregulationin other countries,
such as New Zealandand Australia.
Methodologicaland measurementissues were also a focus of considerablediscussion. Ergas noted that the author'sexplanationof productivity differentialsin telecommunicationsrests heavily on trafficdifferences among the different systems. He pointed out that the greatest
differencebetween telecommunicationsin the United States and other
countriesis in local trafficper access line. He arguedthat because the
resultsalso show that local traffic is very price inelastic, price differences cannotbe used to explain the demanddifferences. Ergaswent on
to suggest, however, that the Europeanand Japanesetelecommunications industriescarry a lot of excess labor.
John Pencavel questioned the author's extensive use of labor productivityas the measure of productivity. He noted that his own work
comparingworker-ownedfirms to conventional firms shows that the
formerhave considerablylower rates of labor productivitybut higher
rates of capital and material productivitythan do the latter. Arguing
thatworker-ownedfirms are similar to nationalizedand heavily regulatedEuropeanfirmsbecause the lattertwo are often forcedby governmentsto be concerned explicitly with the welfare of workers, he suggestedthatin those Europeanfirms, low laborproductivitymay coexist
with high capital and material factor productivity. This would mean,
Pencavelsaid, that the authoris biasing his results by looking only at
laborproductivity.
ErnstBerndt suggested that one of the most importantchanges in
retailtradein the last decade or so has been the expansionof mail order
operations,which he suspected were not included in the retail trade
dataused in the paper. Because mail orderrepresentsa higher proportion of total retail tradein the United States than it does in Europeand
Japan,the paperis probablyunderstatingthe U.S. productivityadvantage in the retail sector.
RobertHall arguedthatbecause the author'smodel does not consider
materialinput, outsourcingof work-such as an airline hiring another
companyto take care of its baggage handlingor maintenance-is not
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accountedfor properly. As a result, Hall maintained, measuredproductivityrises with increasedoutsourcing, makingthe paper'sproductivity estimationssuspect.
Michelle White argued that regulation is often used to foster job
stability.She said that the paper's results could be interpretedas showing that the Europeans and Japanese are more concerned with such
stabilitythanAmericansare and, consequently, are willing to accept a
loss in income in returnfor job stability. If this were the case, White
said, productivityconvergence should never be expected to occur.
FrankWolak suggested that capital and intermediateinput quality
mightprovide an additionalexplanationfor the differences in productivity levels observed by the author. Citing such examples as checkclearingmachines and ATMs in banking, automatedoperatorsin telecommunications,and optical scanners in retailing, he arguedthat the
diffusionof new technologies is more rapidin service industriesin the
UnitedStates than in other countries, resultingin higher averageinput
qualityin the United States.
Ergas took issue with two of the points Timothy Bresnahanmade
duringhis discussion of the paper. First, he disagreedwith Bresnahan's
claim that the Japanese telecommunicationsindustryis characterized
by consumersubsidizationof business. Instead, Ergasarguedthat subsidies move from business to consumers,just as in the United States.
Second, he questionedBresnahan'sclaim that the structuralchange in
retailingthat has led to a trend toward larger, self-service stores may
have had a negative effect on consumerwelfare by forcing shoppersto
travelfartherto stores and, concomitantly,to exert moreeffort in these
stores. Ergas argued that consumers have, in effect, voted with their
feet in choosing these larger stores, that is, the trend toward larger,
self-services stores reflects customers' valuation of the relative costs
andbenefitsof this new mode of shopping.
Author's Response: MartinBaily disagreedwith some of RobertGordon's comments.Gordonassertsthatthe developmentof hubandspoke
precededderegulation,Baily observed, but then Gordonhimself notes
that before deregulation, existing hubs "were missing spokes (due to
route regulations . . .)." Baily also suggested that Gordon had misun-

derstoodthe argumentabouthub and spoke. The paperassertsonly that
the U.S. hub and spoke system did not give U.S. airlinesa productivity
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advantage.Gordonpoints out that Southwest Airlines has advantages
in the U.S. marketcomparedwith the majorU.S. airlines. This seems
to supportthe main thesis of the paper, ratherthanunderminingit. The
majorairlinesare burdenedwith salaries and work rules that still show
some residualeffects from the era when U.S. airlines were regulated.
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